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Welcome

Gaesin
120 years ago, the
Empire’s

of laws and regulations failed to escape the High
Council’s vigilance, and between the years of 965
and 970, every member of the High Council was
expansive territory included most of the civilized
found dead, assassinated by arsenic poisoning.
world. The rulers of the conquered nations
Four years later, it was announced that the
maintained some measure of power, though,
assassinations had been carried out by an Orc
by participating in the High Council, formed
named Olfrar. Maintaining this as evidence
specifically to rule the vast empire. This new
of the threat Orcs posed to the well-being of
government oversaw an era of harmony that
the Empire, Emperor Mercius issued a decree,
lasted with relative ease, until Emperor Galius
officially exiling their kind of the Wastelands.
Linuso died, strangely, to a disease.
The assassinations and banishment of an entire
Nine years passed before Galius’s son, Mercius,
race did not go unnoticed by the populace, and
was crowned Emperor at the tender age of
in response to the unrest, festivals were held
13. Almost immediately he attempted to pass
for most any reason to calm the public’s nerves,
radical laws, but the High Council functioned in
and dissuade potential uprisings and riots. The
accordance with its duties, and the objectionable
people of the Empire seemed sated.
laws were rejected easily. After several variations

Only a year after the exile of the Orcs,
Emperor Mercius issued a decree,
one that was actually drafted by his
father before him: all intoxicating
substances were banned, and the use
of magic outside of established Guilds
was prohibited. No number of festivals
could hold back the tide of the outcry
from the population, regardless of
race. Riots became skirmishes, and
dissent grew to a full-blown rebellion.
The war was marked by the dawn
of two new races: The rebels called
upon the Halfling Tinker Isiphous
for aid, yielding the development of
automaton warriors known as Obern.
The Empire meanwhile, employed a
Mage by the name of Agos, who used
enslaved Orcs and never-before-seen
magics to create Ogres.
25 years of conflict came to an end
in early 1002, when Mercius and his
relatives were captured and executed.
The Great War was finally won.
Many groups migrated to new lands,
seeking surroundings unspoiled by
the ravages of war. Gaesin, by and
large, however, chose to stay in the
remnants of the Old Empire, crowning
a new Emperor: a man named Llivak.
Emperor Llivak saw to a peaceful
reconstruction of the realm, and
stabilized the remnants of the oncethriving economy. His reign came to
an end in the Spring of 1014, when a
rogue faction still loyal to the ideals of
Mercius publicly executed him.
Despite Emperor Llivak’s untimely
end, his accomplishments provided
for a since-held peace. Technology
has flourished, producing a greater
presence of clockwork and steampowered devices. Though uncommon,
it is not unheard of for travelers to
make their journey via steamboat or
airship, though traditional ships and
horses are still in common use.
The Great War was not so many
generations ago that the world has rid
itself yet of the underlying tensions
and prejudices, but those memories
fade further as the years pass, and it
becomes harder to imagine what could
possibly disrupt the peace that many
have come to know.
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Universal Truths
Game Masters

Game Masters (GMs) are individuals who
oversee the safety, peace, and progression of
an event and its participants. Questions and
concerns can be brought to any available GM,
and if the GM in question cannot provide an
answer, they may help to identify those that
may.
Though most staff members are GMs by
default, many PCs and NPCs alike may hold
certification to perform certain GM functions,
allowing GMs to be readily available virtually
anywhere during an event as a result.

Participation

Players may participate in the LARP in a
variety of ways. By designing and creating
their own Player Character (PC), the player
may enjoy an immersive and customizable
experience. While playing their character,
the player may interact with other PCs and
with Non-Player Characters (NPCs), to enjoy a
realistic and immersive experience by focusing
on various aspects of the world, from crafting
and building an education, to exploring and
engaging in politics and much more!
NPCs meanwhile, are players who volunteer
to portray a multitude of roles as directed
by the Plot Staff. These roles can range from
commoners to nobles; craftsmen and soldiers,
to animals, monsters, brigands, and more.

Check-in

Upon arrival, players should head directly to
the “NPC Shack” or other designated checkin location to affirm their arrival, have their
weapons and armor inspected (if applicable),
pay any necessary fees, and collect their ingame coin, any new Item Tags, and their
Character Sheet. Once a player has checked in,
they may begin unpacking and preparing for
the start of the event.

PC Speech

At the set start time for every event, a
welcoming presentation is given that updates
players on a wide variety of crucial details,
including but not limited to: Ongoing plot
associated with the In-Game setting, rules
reminders, location-specific information, and
introduction of GMs in attendance for players’
reference. For this reason, it is useful for a
player to arrive prior to the named start time
of an event, but this information is just as easily
requested during later check-ins if necessary.

Check-out

Players must check out at the end of their
participation at an event, and during this time
must return any borrowed equipment, count
and record their new total of In-Game coin,
submit any changes to their character sheet
that occurred over the course of the event, and
perform an assigned clean-up task. Clean-up
tasks are allocated to players with consideration
for their real-life ability levels, and may include
tasks such as picking up spell packets and darts
from a specific area used during the event,
or sweeping/mopping of a common-use area
(such as the tavern or NPC shack).

Out-of-Game

To go Out-of-Game, participants must place a
hand or weapon on top of their head. Out-ofGame participants should be treated as if they
do not exist by those who are In-Game.
Out-of-Game spaces or status cannot be
abused to avoid taking damage or experiencing
the consequences of actions taken In-Game.
Participants who learn information while Outof-Game may never utilize that information
when they return to In-Game status.
By default, restrooms, bathing areas, kitchens,
and parking lots are Out-of-Game spaces for
varying reasons specific to each.

Event Procedures

Though most procedures are the same,
regardless of what event is being held,
exact times and other elements may
6
vary.

Renewing Winds

At 5:00 AM and 5:00 PM of each game day,
a Renewing Wind sweeps through the land:
all Spell Slots and reuse-able skills expended
during the previous 12-hour period are fully
restored for use by the player character.

Item Tags/”Phys Reps”

Estates are fixed homes which anyone may
purchase with enough money and the approval
Item Tags are only In-Game when
of local leaders. Though an estate may offer a
accompanied by physical representations.
character a place to call home, they may also be
Therefore, an Item Tag left on a table and
used to generate an income, earn recognition
without a physical representation to accompany in the form of a title, and produce goods and
it, should be treated as little more than a
materials which may be used for crafting
scrap of paper. However, scrolls and other Inpurposes. In addition, estates may be outfitted
Game documents often contain the necessary
with production facilities, protective barriers,
markings and supporting information to
and other features and furnishings which may
function as both the physical representation,
benefit a character and their companions when
and the Item Tag and may be interacted with
they are in the area where the estate is located.
appropriately.
Players carrying more Item Tags than they
have representations for, are considered to be
Marks are used as a reward system for
over encumbered. While over encumbered,
helping with the LARP. Marks can be awarded
because of volunteer work, donations, and

Marks

Buy with Marks - Monthly Limit

Cost

1 Copper (100 per character)

2

1 Experience Point (100 per character)

1

Production Item (10 lvls per character)

5/level

(Named) Production Pack (1 per character)

100

Ritual Magic Component (5 per character)

30

Crafting Component (5 per character)

30

for submitting character backstories and plot
prompts.

Safety

Cut/Medic

players may not run or make use of In-Game
skills.

Coins

Though many societies throughout the world
primarily trade in goods and resources, the
majority of the civilized world utilizes some
form of currency. Currencies may vary both
in style and value, by region and by nation,
though several former vassal states of the
Old Empire still make use of its coins as their
currency. This monetary system is comprised
of coins made of four precious metals: Copper,
Silver, Gold, and Platinum, with copper being
the most commonly used. In this system, 10
Copper coins hold the same value of one Silver
coin, 10 Silver coins equate to one Gold coin,
and 10 coins of Gold offer the same value as
one of Platinum.
Money may be used for virtually any
transaction: Paying for services, purchasing
materials or equipment, and purchasing estates.

In the event of an emergency, such
as injuries, environmental hazards, or loss of
fragile personal items in a heavily-used area,
call for a “Cut!”
All players, upon hearing the call of a Cut, are
to immediately stop what they are doing, look
to the ground, and repeat the call for a Cut for
those players who may not have heard. In the
case of injury or other medical emergencies,
the call for a Cut should be immediately
followed by the call, “Medic!”
Until a Cut is resolved, players are not to
move from their position or examine their
surroundings, but may collect Spell Packets
within reach.
Game play will continue at-large only once
three conditions have been met: the cause of
the Cut has been resolved, a GM prompts the
group with “is there any reason for this Cut to
continue?” and that GM, having been given
no response from the group, announces
aloud, “Game on!”
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Weapon Safety

All weapons and armor to be used in the LARP
must be inspected by a designated Arms and
Armor Marshal before each event where they
are to be used. Equipment is to be approved on
a case-by-case basis.
For more on Weapons, see page 70

Armor

Armor grants a character the ability to take
a given amount of physical damage before
becoming injured. Initially, characters may
wear up to 10 points of armor, but are capable
of purchasing the ability to wear more, if they
choose.
The physical representation of the armor must
cover at least half of the desired location, and
be one of the five types listed in the Armor
Values table. Alternative materials may be used
in place of traditional armor materials, so long
as thickness, rigidity, and aesthetic value are
not compromised as a result.
When armor takes damage, the damage
dealt to it is deducted from the amount of
Armor Points it provides. When this value is
completely depleted, the armor will not grant
the wearer any protection. However, Armor
Points may be restored by spending one minute
readjusting and refitting the armor.
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Location

Cloth

Leather

Chain

Scale/
Plate

Head

1

2

3

4

R. Shoulder

1

2

3

4

L. Shoulder

1

2

3

4

R. Forearm

1

2

3

4

L. Forearm

1

2

3

4

Torso

1

2

3

4

R. Thigh

1

2

3

4

L. Thigh

1

2

3

4

R. Shin

1

2

3

4

L. Shin

1

2

3

4

Rules and Gameplay

Code of Conduct

All players are responsible for ensuring the
wellbeing of themselves, and for their fellow
participants, as well as for the equipment
involved. As such, it is important that all
participants take care to avoid causing damage to
any weapons, garb, armor, props, or other Outof-Game property, including but not limited
to: photography cameras, video cameras, and
drones. Should a player fail to uphold this
responsibility, they may be expected per the
desires of the item’s owner to offer replacement
or reimbursement if the property in question
cannot be sufficiently or reasonably repaired,
and deliberately destructive behavior may
yield the player’s permanent dismissal from
participation.
As all participants have a responsibility to
contribute to the immersive atmosphere of the
LARP through both their equipment and roleplay, it may become necessary to remind others
to discontinue breaking character and return

to appropriate role-play. To reduce a further
lack of immersion, players are encouraged to
utilize the term, “Decorum” for such purposes.
Likewise, as most areas of a given event’s
location are considered continuously In-Game
throughout the duration of the event, players
are encouraged to refrain from holding Outof-Game conversations which may reveal In
Game information to others who may overhear
the discussion. Per the Grapevine Rule,
conversations held in In-Game spaces are to
be treated as being In-Character and capable of
being overheard. As such, players are advised to
avoid breaking character.
Players may not use electronic devices such
as mobile devices in public spaces, and are
expected to use such devices only in Out-ofGame spaces.

Immersion/Garb

All participants are expected to provide their
own garb and any equipment by their third event.
New players may rent equipment from the NPC
inventory if necessary, though a proper fit and
availability of equipment cannot be guaranteed.
Modern apparel, including but not limited to
T-shirts, athletic shorts, hoodies, or items with
modern references and logos are not acceptable,
and should be covered (if the item cannot be
removed entirely) with appropriate garb.

Racial Representations

All players are expected to represent their
character’s racial features in full. As such, players
portraying characters with a skin color that is
different from their own, must cover or color all
exposed skin. Similarly, Kaddri must make their
race and animalistic lineage apparent, and may
do so by representing fur, scales, or other skin
patterns, prosthetic ears, tails, wings, horns, and
other features.
While a character’s racial features must always
be present, steps may be taken to conceal them,
such as with the Disguise Self ability.
For more on each Racial Rep, see page 18

World Interactions

The LARP’s world is a realistic one, in that it
continues to evolve and advance in progress.
Naturally, the world offers much more than
violence as a pastime and career option.
Crafting and selling both In-Game and Outof-Game items is a common activity for many
participants, while musicians, poets, and other
entertainers perform for crowds in taverns
and other common areas. Likewise, some find
enjoyment in performing mundane chores
and activities such as chopping firewood,
making rope, and fishing, and others still find
enjoyment in expanding their knowledge with
the vast resources available at guildhalls and InGame libraries.
Jobs are regularly available to PCs, and can be
found on bulletin board listings and in In-Game
newspaper advertisements. Similarly, players
can randomly encounter creatures and people-friendly, hostile, or otherwise by exploring the
event venue. Though directly encountering other
players and NPCs is possible, many encounters
may be initially represented by a “Mod Card,”
which is an index card bearing a description of
the scenario the player has found themselves in.
By redeeming this card at the designated “NPC
Shack,” the event staff may fully and effectively
represent the encounter with NPCs, props, and
other implements.

Performing Actions

Most actions require a certain amount of time
spent role-playing the action to complete.
However, the necessary time spent may be halved
if the role-play is performed with appropriate
tools and props for the action.

Binding

For the sake of safety, it is preferred to role-play
binding a player’s arms and/or legs, rather than
actually binding them. Doing so takes 30 seconds
to complete.

Freedom from Bindings/
Binding Spells

All characters are capable of attempting to rip
free from rope bindings and binding spells.
Doing so requires three minutes of role-playing.

Drinking and Force-Feeding
Substances

Using a potion or similar item takes three
seconds of role-play. Once the role-play is
complete, the effect of the item should be
announced to the person it was used on.
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Carrying Bodies

In order to role-play carrying another person,
a player must have both hands free and place
them both on the target’s shoulders and state, “I
pick you up.”
Then, with their hands still on the target’s
shoulders, they may walk to simulate carrying
or dragging the person.

Searching Bodies

Using Weapons w/o
Proficiency

Regardless of a lack of skills or abilities, a character
may make use of any weapon—including firearms
and shields—and deal its base damage, but they
are only able to make use of weapon-related skills
such as Parry, Critical Hit, Shield Bash, or Mercy
Strike if they are proficient with the weapon
they are wielding.

To search a body, a player must role-play
searching their target for 10 seconds, with both
hands free, and at the end of the role-play, they
must state, “I search you.”
At this time, the target turns over whatever
items or money that may have been found.
Players may ask others to describe their search;
turning over what items and money that can be
found in the specific locations described.

Interrupting Actions

Any action that has a role-play duration may
be interrupted by being struck with a weapon,
spell, or poison which results in harm or
otherwise causes a disruptive effect. Any action
that is interrupted must be restarted in order to
complete.

Theft

It is possible to break into another player’s
lodging arrangements and steal his or her
belongings. A Thief Game Master (Thief GM)
must accompany any player attempting to enter
a cabin, even if it is their own. All items under
beds are considered Out-of-Game, as are items
in containers marked with “OOG.” Documents
are considered In-Game unless marked “OOG”
in the upper right corner of the first page.
To steal an item, a thief must collect the physical
representation, and present it to the Event Staff.
A member of the Event Staff will return the
representation to its owner, and retrieve the
item tag for the corresponding item so that it
may be given to the thief.
GM Notes must accompany all Walls of Force,
Magic Traps, Locks, and Magic Locks. They
should include the name of the caster, the names
of other characters invested in the spell, the date
and time of when the spell was cast, and when
the spell will expire. This information helps a
Thief GM to determine if barriers and magical
traps affect a thief. GM Notes are Out-of-Game.

Magic Items

Objects may have no more than five charges
or effects on them at a time, and a character
may only use up to three enchanted items
simultaneously. If a character wishes to switch
an active magic item for another, he must
spend one minute meditating in order to attune
himself to the new item.
To use a magic item, the player must recite the
incantation of the spell they wish to activate,
and either touch or use a Spell Packet to make
contact with their target. Certain magic items
however, continuously grant their possessor a
continuous effect so long as the item is present
and attuned to the character.

Combat

Non-Combatants

Players wearing white headbands are designated
Non-Combatants. These individuals may not be
struck or shot, but may participate in the LARP
by means of role-play and spell-casting.
Rather than striking a Non-Combatant, players
within reasonable striking distance may point
their weapon at the Non-Combatant and utilize
their attack calls as they would otherwise. The
targeted Non-Combatant may elect to
It is possible for a character to be able to understand counter-attack in like manner, flee, or
various languages, but only if the player does.
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make use of any defensive abilities or
effects they may have available.

Speaking/Reading Foreign
Languages

Physical Attacks

Calls such as “(Normal) Strike Two!” and
“Fire Strike Five!” accompany weapon blows.
However, these calls are only necessary when
the damage being dealt is not equal to the
weapon’s base damage in Normal form. These
calls are considered Out-of-Game.
Sufficient force must be applied to a blow
so that the target can feel it. However, injury
is never intentional—if the target asks that
less force be applied to a blow, it is common
courtesy to oblige. Glancing blows, blows
affecting multiple targets, or those resulting
from a partial or failed block or parry may
be considered successful strikes so long as
sufficient force is present upon contact for
the target to register the blow as comparable
to any standard attack.
Players are expected to role-play the weight
of their weapons as if they were made of real
metal, wood, and other similar materials, and
players are expected to role-play their injuries
to the best of their ability.
The head, neck, groin, hands, and feet are
not acceptable striking locations.
For more on Damage Types, see page 14

Spells

Nearly all spells require an incantation to
be recited and physical contact to be made
between a Spell Packet and the target. A Spell
Packet is a small cloth pouch which contains
birdseed or cloth scraps. Spell incantations
are considered In-Game.
For more on Spells, see page 55

Coupe-de-Grace

A Coup de Grace, or finishing blow, can be
administered to a helpless creature, and doing
so immediately kills the target. The call for
a Coup de Grace is “<Damage Type> Coup de
Grace,” and is considered Out-of-Game.

Game Effects
Blindness

A blinded character has temporarily lost their
vision, plunging them into utter darkness.
Players who have been blinded must shut their
eyes for the duration of the effect. Blindness
lasts for five minutes.

Carrier Attacks

Any effect names that accompany damage
calls are known as a Carrier Attack. These are
commonly found in the form of poisoned
weapons and special attacks such as Pinning
Shot and Mountain Breaker. When struck
by such an attack, the effect named in the
beginning of the damage call only affects the
target if they lose Hit Points as a result of the
attack’s damage.

Charm

A charmed character is led to believe that the
character who affected them with the Charm
effect--or the first person they encounter if
such a person cannot be readily identified-- is
his or her close friend. While charmed, they
may interact with the designated charmer
as they would any other friend, but the
charmed character is not forced to behave in
an abnormal way, or to go out of their way
to perform tasks they would not normally
perform. The effects of Charm last for five
minutes.

Crippled

A crippled character has sustained damage
to their legs, forcing them to walk with a
painful limp, while running is far too painful
to attempt. This effect remains until the
character has received some form of healing.

Disease

Somehow, the character has been infected
by a terrible disease. Each disease has its
own conditions for contraction, their own
unique incubation periods, and their own
symptoms. If left untreated, a disease may
have permanent side effects. Players who have
been afflicted by a disease will be informed of
Gas poisons are represented by green Spell the effects and/or role-play aspects of their
Packets, and when thrown are accompanied disease following the encounter in which they
by a call consisting of the name of the poison, have contracted it.
followed by “Gas Poison.” Poison calls are
considered Out-of-Game.

Gas Poisons
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Fear

The character is overcome by sheer terror,
forcing them to flee from or cower before
whomever or whatever instilled them with
such emotions. The effects of Fear last for five
minutes.

Idiocy

For better or worse, the character has been
sapped of their knowledge and recollection of
how to perform all but the simplest of tasks,
rendering them incapable of using their skills,
abilities, and education. Idiocy continuously
affects a character until they have received the
effects of Restore, or they resurrect.

Insanity

Intoxicated characters stumble every fifth
step, and melee attacks have a 50% chance of
missing their mark (this should be role-played
by deliberately missing the target with everyother blow).
A character who consumes a number of
intoxicating substances in the same hour, that
are equal to their total number of Hit Points, will
be considered to have overdosed. An overdosing
character is considered to be in the Dying state,
but can only be stabilized through magical
healing.
A Restore spell may be used to completely remove
an intoxicating substance from a character’s
system. If a Restore spell is administered
while the character is overdosing, they will be
stabilized and will enter the Unconscious state.

Overcome with paranoia and fear that anyone
and everyone is conspiring to kill them, a Knock-back
character affected by Insanity is left to believe When struck with such immense force from
that the only solution to their problem is to be a lateral blow or thrust, a character affected by
the first to act; forcing them to lash out, doing Knock-back is pushed or hurled five paces back
anything in their power to kill any creature they and away from their attacker.
might see. The effects of Insanity last for five
minutes, or until the player receives the effect of Knockdown
Calm, or they resurrect.
Due to such awesome force accompanying
a
downward blow, a character affected by
Intoxication
Knockdown is knocked off their feet and dropped
Many substances exist that allow a character to the ground in a prone position.
to become intoxicated with enough doses. A
character that consumes a number of such Paralysis
substances in one hour, that is equal to half of Having lost control of their muscles, a character
their total Hit Points rounded down, will become affected by Paralysis collapses to the ground,
intoxicated.
unable to move any of their limbs. Paralysis lasts
for five minutes or until the character is affected
by Restore.

Petrify

A character who has been petrified is turned to
stone and cannot move or speak. Should they
be struck by a Destroy spell or affected by any
other means which could normally damage or
break stone, their statue will crumble and the
target will be considered to have been subjected
to a Coup de Grace, thus moving them to the
Dead state.
Players affected by Petrify may elect to die and
resurrect after one hour, should their character
otherwise remain petrified indefinitely.

Pin

An Intoxicated character takes half of all physical
damage dealt to them, and they are immune to
the effects of Fear. They cannot cast spells, and
it takes five seconds to aim an archery or thrown
weapon correctly.

Having been painfully impaled in the leg or
foot, a character who has been affected by Pin
cannot move their legs. Between the pain and
difficulty of removing the object which pins
them in place, the character cannot move their
legs for five minutes, or until they have received
some means of healing.
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Shadow Sickness

Whereas planar gates allow for virtually
instantaneous transportation between planes,
an Assassin utilizing skills such as Shadow Dance
walk the shadowy realm between planes for an
extended period of time, exposing their bodies
to harmful energies. As such, most practitioners
of the so-called Shadow Arts often suffer from
minor fatigue and nausea. However, when an
Assassin exposes themselves for too great a
time, their symptoms are far more severe and
are referred to as Shadow Sickness. With their
symptoms escalated to such an extent, any
further use of Shadow Dance before the next
Renewing Wind will result in the character’s
death.
For more on Assassin, see page 35

Stun

With their senses overwhelmed, a stunned
character is left disoriented for five seconds.
While stunned, they may stumble about or
lash out with uncoordinated attacks, but are
ultimately incapable of making use of their
skills.

Vampire Charm

Named for the creatures known to possess
such a power, Vampire Charm may be resisted
as a standard Charm effect, but lasts so long
as the creature or character who implements
the effect remains alive. In addition, whereas
the standard Charm effect leads the subject to
believe that another person is simply a trusted
friend, Vampire Charm serves as a form of mind
control, causing the affected subject to follow
Silence
reasonable orders issued by the implementing
Immediately suffering from shortness of breath creature or character. The extent to which a
and a dry throat, a silenced character is unable character may be forced to obey such orders is
to speak for five minutes, or until they receive limited however: those which the subject may
deem extremely unreasonable may be resisted.
the effects of Restore.

Sleep

Damage Types

A character affected by Sleep falls into a
comatose slumber and remains asleep for five Crushing
minutes. A character under the effects of Sleep Blunt force trauma resulting from a heavy blow,
may be shaken awake with one minute of role- Crushing damage affects a target’s Armor Points
play, or the effect may be counteracted by means and/or Hit Points, even if the blow is blocked
with a weapon or shield.
of Restore or the use of Smelling Salts.

Fire

Licking flames given form without need for fuel
and embodying the element of Fire. Mages are
known to both manifest projectiles made of fire,
and to permanently engulf the striking surface
of weapons with it. When utilized in the form
of a spell, Fire damage ignores the protection of
the target’s armor.

Holy

A manifestation of the gods’ power, Holy damage
cannot fatally wound a living creature, nor can
Holy weapons be used to issue a Coup de Grace
to the living. Rather, those who would otherwise
receive a killing blow are instead stabilized and
brought to 0 HP. However, weapons imbued with
Holy energy are twice as lethal to the undead.

Ice
Strength Drain

Suffering from fatigue and aching muscles, a
character affected by Strength Drain deals one
less point of damage with all weapons until
they have received the effects of Restore,
or they resurrect.
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Quickly forming a shard of ice by instantly
drawing moisture from the air and cooling it,
this common substance can be turned into a
potentially lethal missile. Weapons imbued with
the elemental energies of Water and Ice are
often encased in durable shards of un-melting
ice, or perpetually coated in a thick frost. When
utilized in the form of a spell, Ice damage ignores
the protection of the target’s armor.

Lightning

By drawing the essence of this fearsome
spectacle directly from the air, one may harness
it as a terrifying missile to turn against one’s foes.
Likewise, weapons imbued with the power of the
element of Air readily crackle and spark as small
arcs dance across their surface. When utilized in
the form of a spell, Lightning damage ignores the
protection of the target’s armor.

Magic

Raw aether given form, the energy simply
known as “magic” is considered perfectly
neutral in regards to the elements. As such,
some would argue it to be superior to pure
elemental manifestations for facing certain
creatures, as many maintain elemental affinities
and alignments. When utilized in the form of a
spell, Magic damage ignores the protection of the
target’s armor.

Unholy

Corrupted and evil power drawn from the deities
of the Abyss, Unholy energy may be manifested
into missiles or imbued in weapons of all sorts.
Though harmful to living creatures, Unholy
energies offer succor and healing to the undead,
making it useful for sentient undead beings and
necromancers alike.

Injury/Death
Injured

A character who has lost any Hit Points (HP) is
injured. Players are encouraged to role-play their
character’s injuries to the best of their ability.

Unconscious

When a character is reduced to zero Hit Points,
they are rendered unconscious. In this state, they
are helpless and unaware of their surroundings.
Unless the character receives some form of
Normal
healing while in this state, they will reawaken
Normal implements consist of those which are after one minute, with one HP.
not imbued with elemental, holy, or magical
energies. As such, weapons fashioned from Dying
common, mundane materials such as steel, iron, Also referred to as “bleeding out,” a dying character
and wood are referred to as “normal,” with cold- has been brought to -1 HP. In this state, they are
forged iron implements also falling within this helpless and unaware of their surroundings, and
category.
will enter the Dead state after two minutes.
A character that is dying may be healed, or
Piercing
they
may be stabilized by being bandaged by
Capable of penetrating most armor thanks to
a
character
with the First Aid skill. Applying a
a combination of a sharp, reinforced point and
bandage
to
a
dying character will bring them to
a strong blow, a piercing blow’s damage is dealt
the
Unconscious
state.
directly to the target’s Hit Points, and ignores
the protection of whatever armor they may For more on First Aid, see page 22
wear. However, if a shield or weapon is used to Dead
block the blow, the attack is rendered completely
A character who has entered this state either has
ineffective.
lost too much blood, or was deliberately killed.
Silver
At this stage, only a Revive spell or similar effect
Most implements may be coated in precious can save them, and must be administered within
metals such as Copper, Silver, and Gold. Though the next two minutes. However, a Preserve spell
primarily done as a symbol of wealth and status, may be used to postpone their resurrection for a
some creatures are said to be easier to dispatch short time.
with a weapon coated in such a material; with
silver being the most popular among such rumors. Resurrection
At this point, the character’s spirit has found
its
way to a desirable Divine Circle. When a
Stone
character resurrects, their death is recorded on
Though trees and soil are also thought of as their character sheet, and all money and items
potential manifestations of the element of Earth, that have not been bound to their spirit by means
Stone is often thought to offer more practical of the Fuse to Spirit ritual are left behind.
uses for martial applications. As such, hulking
masses of stone may be drawn from the earth Any Mage capable of casting Divine spells may
and propelled toward one’s mark, or formed at resurrect a character. Doing so requires the Mage
one’s will over an existing weapon--A common to be attuned to the circle that the spirit is in,
practice among adventurous followers of certain and takes five minutes of role-play to complete.
nature deities. When utilized in the form of a Initially, a character may resurrect 10 times
spell, Stone damage ignores the protection of the before they are permanently dead.
For more on Mages, see page 26
target’s armor.
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For more on Spells, see page 53

Character Creation

Creating a New Character Character Advancement
Before playing a character for the first time,
a player should establish the character’s name,
background, race, and skills.
A character’s backstory should summarize
their life thus far. It should provide information
regarding the character’s family, hobbies,
education and training, as well as their reason
for adventuring. It’s important to note that
Characters enter the LARP as commoners, with
little to no previous adventuring experience. As
such, players should avoid writing backstories
for their characters proclaiming noble lineage
and great fame. Honor and glory can yet be
earned!

It is important that players understand that
they should build their characters’ skills to suit
the character and his/her past, rather than to
benefit the most from the LARP’s mechanics.
As in real life, a character would have more
experience in what they’ve done, rather than
what they’re about to do!

A new, first-level adventurer is understandably
limited in their experience and knowledge. As
experience grows, and knowledge deepens, so
too will their options.
In the beginning, only one Path is available
to purchase with Skill Points, just as the skills
unique to that path must be purchased. Players
don’t need a martial path right away–General
Path skills are unlocked for all levels. Soon,
though, a character will reach levels that allow
more Path purchases. Though Classes cannot
be purchased until level 10, it’s worth the time
to take a peek ahead: Classes often require more
than one specific Path to be unlocked before
that Class can be pursued!
A player may change their character’s name,
race, paths, and skills at any time between
events before that character’s third event.

Levels

New characters start with 25 Skill Points (SP), and
a base Hit Point total of five. Furthermore, new
characters begin play with a total of 20 Copper
Pieces and basic Item Tags for the weapons and
armor they represent. For each game day, a
character receives Experience Points (XP) equal to
their number of Skill Points. Characters can also
earn Experience Points equal to their number of
Skill Points by engaging in encounters each day.

adventuring life, so long as they meet the necessary
prerequisites. Background skills include Trade
Skills, Scholar of (X), and Production Skills, such
as Smithy or Apothecary.

Example: Jonetsu is a beginning adventurer with 25
SP. She attends a two-day event, which automatically
earns her 25 XP per day. Then, she earns another 25
XP per day by participating in encounters. In total,
she earns 100 Experience Points, which can then be
In addition, a character may select a free converted into Skill Points.
background skill that represents their pre- For more on Production Skills, see page 63
LEVEL

XP PER SP

SP RANGE

#PATHS
AVAILABLE

BASE HP

1

10

1-29

1

5

2

20

30-39

1

5

3

30

40-49

1

6

4

40

50-59

1

6

5

50

60-69

2

7

6

60

70-79

2

7

7

70

80-89

2

8

8

80

90-99

2

8

9

90

100-109

3

9

10

100

110-119

3†

9

11

110

120-129

3†

10

12

120

130-139

3†

10

13

130

140-149

3†

11

14

140

150-159

3†

11

15

150

160-169

3†

12

16

160

170-179

3†

12

17

170

180-189

3†

13

18

180

190-199

3†

13

19

190

200-209

3†

14

20

200

210-219

3†

14

21

210

220-229

3†

15

22

220

230-239

3†

15

23

230

240-249

3†

15

24

240

250-259

3†

15

25

250

260-269

3†

15

† Upon reaching Level 10, a character may enter into a Class, following necessary training with a mentor.
For more on Classes, see page 34
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The Races

are for their friendly, eager nature.
Because of the seclusion of their
subterranean homes as well as their
widespread nature of giving, most
Sekahn settlements went undisturbed
as battles raged on the surface
during the Great War. As a result,
refugees were a common addition
to many Sekahn communities.

Dwarves

Easily recognizable by their shorter,
stockier frames, and thick beards on
men and women alike, the Dwarves
of Gisido are a proud people with
a passion for the arts--as well as for
victory in battle. They are found
easily throughout the world, but
their densest populations reside
in the cavernous cities throughout
Anar, with their farms and trading
settlements littering the surface
above.
Though Dwarven goods were highlysought during the Great War, the
Dwarves themselves most often
elected to avoid involvement in the
conflict, until the Empire invaded
their homeland.

Elves: Forest Elves

Though considered primitive when
compared to their modernized
cousins, these tribal Elves make
their homes in the plains as easily
as forests proper in pursuit of
simpler lifestyles, in reverence
of ancient customs, and easily
trading with nearby communities,
towns, and cities. In fact, they’re
almost indistinguishable from Sobin by
physical features alone, and are most
easily identified by their preference for
comfortable, practical clothing, and
occasional adornments in homage of
their heritage.
Though generally distanced from
most of the major conflicts of
the Great War, the Forest Elves’
experience as hunters, trappers,
and woodsmen, in addition to
their intimate familiarity with the
terrains they each call home, served
to earn them honors for decimating
Imperial scouting parties and supply
caravans that strayed through their
territories.

Dwarf

Forest Elf

Belived to be more sophisticated and
modernized than all their Elvish
kin, the Sobin are often known to
maintain an unwavering superiority
complex when interacting with races
least recognizable as humanoid. It
is believed that this behavior stems
from the time of the Old Empire,
when the Sobin were seldom treated
differently than most Humans.
With their classic pointed ears, the only
reliable way to identify Sobin from their
Forest-dwelling relatives is by their
easy familiarity with urban, modern
life. One such indicator can be their
cutting-edge, rarely practical penchant
for high fashion.

Halflings

Sekahn Elf

Sobin Elf

Elves: Sekahn

A variant of Elves that are known to
traditionally call cavernous cities,
like those of the Dwarves’, home, the
Sekahn are a typically outgoing people
known as much for their distinctive snowwhite hair and the vivid range of
their purple skin tones over the
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familiar features and pointed
ears of Elves in general, as they

Elves: Sobin

Halfling

While there are others who may be
encouraged to hurry through life
without half a plan for that which
lies ahead, the average Halfling
would rather take life as it comes.
They prefer to properly enjoy the
pleasures of fellowship, food, and
drink, offering their respect for each
by way of their given time and lack
of restraint. These short, bushy-browed
people are typically more passive as a
whole than other races, favoring instead
quick wit and intimate knowledge over
martial prowess or strength.
Known to populate lists of top
tinkerers, artisans, and merchants,
and given their passive preferences,
Halflings made a tremendous effort
to avoid supporting either side of
the conflict in the Great War. One
Halfling, however, following the
Gaesin invasion of their homeland
and subsequent untimely death of his
wife, made his choice with intention:
the tinkerer Isiphous Coppernut
developed the automatons known
as the Obern, who came to serve an
invaluable role among the infantrymen
of the rebellion.

Humans: Asaltante

Generally viewed as little more than
barbaric raiders with an affinity for
plundering the most peaceful of
settlements, the Asaltante are as
civilized as any other people. Slaves
taken as spoils of war are treated
as treasured servants rather than
beasts of burden, so welcome in
the home that it is not uncommon
to find them honored instead as
members of the family. Asaltante
are, as is true for all Humans, devoid
of any physical feature that sets them
apart. Rather, an Asaltante is known to
prefer furs, knot-like patterns adorning
their clothes, armor, and tattoos, and
braids and beads as adornment for their
hair and beards.
During the Great War, the Asaltante
proved to be a reckoning force
for the rebellion by attacking
Imperial ships and ports, and by
utilizing their prowess as traders
to establish reliable supply lines for
the procurement of equipment and
munitions.

Asaltante

Kaddri
Gaesin

Humans: Gaesin

Having once ruled the majority of
the known world, the Gaesin make
up the largest percentage of the
Human population. Long ago, they
developed a trade empire known
now simply as the Old Empire. These
once-proud merchants lost a great
deal of the respect of other races
under the rule of Emperor Mercius,
who exiled Orcs to the Wastelands,
protected the abduction of Kaddri as
pets, and enslaved Ogres wholesale.
Despite their fall from glory, the
Gaesin still cling to their pride. Their
clothes, most often in the red and white
of their national colors, are often more
lavish than practical: a nod to days of
wealth gone by.

Peregrin

The Kaddri are a people stemming
from an ancient race of animalistic
humanoids, who exhibit the genetic
traits of their feral lineage: fur,
tails, wings, and more. Kaddri are a
civilized people, despite the prejudices
developed heavily during the Great
War, and behavioral manifestations
of their heritage are uncommon
in pleasant company. Though each
Kaddri is uniquely of their individual
breed, and boasts abilities informed
by the same, all Kaddri are known to
possess an enhanced sense of smell.
During the Great War, Kaddri were
subject to belittling public opinion,
which led to a practice of abduction
by Gaesin Aristocrats for the purpose
of keeping them as pets.

Kaelis

Kaddri

Humans: Peregrin

Peregrines are a Human people
who fiercely hold their family and
personal freedoms as the highest
aspects of life well-lived. Family
though, is rarely defined by blood
for these people: those who prove
themselves to be loyal to the unit
are readily accepted, with the
patriarch’s final say. Though seen as
mischievous, mysterious, and brash
to outsiders, Peregrines are more

than predictable upon knowing
their devotion to their families, and
the inspiration it provides. Their
sense of family is so important and
all-encompassing that Peregrines
of differing family units will still
refer to the other as “Cousin.”
Many believe the Peregrines to have
originated as a nomadic people, often
convinced by their vibrant, patterned,
and excessively-adorned clothing, although
this might be more inspired by their
pursuits of personal freedoms. They
are, however, known to possess
wanderlust in spades, and the
oppressive laws of the Old Empire
drove a collection of families to
found a sovereign nation known as
the Free Lands.

Kaelis

Born from the intense concentrations
of magical energies found in and
around Mirranax Woods, the Kaelis
are a considerably young race of
plant-like humanoids. Having only
recently revealed themselves to the
other races, little is known of them
to anyone but themselves, beyond
their delicate constitution and their
ability to regenerate in sunlight.
Commonly seen Kaelis, like
Kaddr, resemble particular kinds of
trees, vines, and flowering plants, while
those resembling mushrooms and other
fungi are rare, but not unheard of.
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Obern

Olfrar, was named in the assassination
of the entire High Council. His
“guilt” sentenced the entire race to
exile in the Wastelands.
A typical Orc has green skin that
appears in a wide variety of hues,
and, like the Ogres descended from
them, display under-bites that give a
strength of presence to long, tusk-like
teeth.

Created by the Halfling tinkerer
Isiphous during the Great War,
the race of humanoid automatons
known as the Obern served the
rebellion as heavy infantry troops;
their hardy bodies offering them
the ability to withstand far more
treacherous conditions than the
average soldier. With the war
behind them, however, many
Obern have joined society, and
now seek work that suits them.

Obern

Due to their bodies being made
primarily of wood, metal, and other
unforgiving materials, Obern often
find difficulty in communicating
their emotions through facial
expressions, if they do not find
difficulty expressing emotions on
the whole.

Orc

Ogres

The first Ogres arose during the Great
Ogre
War: a blend of selectively breeding
captive Orcs, and still-mysterious ritual
magic performed by an Imperial
Mage by the name of Agos. They
were to the Empire as the Obern were
to the Rebellion: a front-line fighting
RACE
ADVANTAGE
DISADVANTAGE
force. Their treatment away from the
Dwarf +2 HP, -1 SP cost for Smithing +1 SP cost for all Rogue skills
battlefield, unlike the Obern, was a
life of captivity and hard labor.
-1 SP cost for Archery &
Forest Elf
-1 HP
Fletcher
The common Ogre has gray skin
and black hair, often displaying
mild to severe under-bites. Created Sekahn Elf -2 SP Cost for One-Handed
-1 HP
Blade, -1 SP Cost for Parry
and trained as aggressive warriors,
and feared by former soldier and
-1 SP Cost for Arcane/Divine
Sobin Elf
-1 HP
civilian alike, they have since formed
Arts & Scribe
tribal communities self-governed by a
+1 SP cost for Two-Handed
philosophy of “might makes right.”
-1 SP cost for Technician &

Orcs

Once a proud, nomadic people
renowned for their abilities as
hunters and warriors, the Orcs
quickly settled in large communities
across the known world as they
developed relationships with the
early Gaesin Empire and its traders.
The reign of Emperor Mercius,
however, shattered generations of
peace and prosperity for the Orcs
when one of their own,
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Halfling

Gunsmith

Blade & Two-Handed
Bludgeon

-2 SP Cost for Weapon
Proficiency

+1 SP cost for Resist Magic

-1 SP Cost for Scholar of (X)

+1 SP Cost for Resist Magic

-1 SP Cost for Trade Skills

+1 SP Cost for Resist Magic

Kaddri

Superior Smelling, & a
Unique Skill

+1 SP cost for Extra Armor

Kaelis

Photosynthesis, & a Unique
Skill

-2 HP

Obern

+3 HP, 1x Resist Magic

Can only cast up to level 3
spells

Ogre

+3 HP, -1 SP cost for TwoHanded Bludgeon

+1 SP cost for Read and
Write, +1 SP cost for Spell
Slots

Orc

+2 HP, -1 SP cost for TwoHanded Blade

+1 SP cost for Spells

Asaltante
Gaesin
Peregrin

Paths

Each Path contains a specific set of skills, with each one focused
on a specialized weapon or combat style. For instance, the Fighter
Path contains skills that can be used to enhance the amount of
damage dealt by melee weapons, while the Mage Path contains skills
related to the casting of spells. Other Paths, such as the Barbarian
and Paladin, can be used to further enhance one’s skills and abilities.
Opening a Path is not required, and all characters start with access to
the General Path.

Path: General

SP to unlock skills: 0

PATH NAME

SP

Barbarian

3

Fighter

3

Mage

5

Monk

4

Paladin

5

Ranger

4

Rogue

3

Technician

4

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Appraise

3

Read & Write

Discern the value of an item.

Discern Condition

3

N/A

Discern if the subject is asleep, dead, dying,
injured, or unconscious.

Disguise Self

6

N/A

A character may attempt to disguise herself.

Engineering†‡

5

N/A

Build and use siege equipment

Escape Artist

5

N/A

Can escape from manacles and other bindings
more quickly.

Evasive Maneuver†◊

4

N/A

Dodge an incoming Mercy Strike.

Extra Armor†

5

N/A

Wear an additional five Armor Points.

First Aid

3

Discern Condition

Stabilize a dying character.

Photosynthesis

0

Kaelis

Regenerate lost health in sunlight.

Read & Write

3

N/A

Read and Write mundane text.

Resist Charm†◊

4

Vitality x1

Resist a Charm spell or poison.

Resist Magic†◊

4

Vitality x2, per 3 Levels

Resist a spell effect.

Resist Poison†◊

4

Vitality x1, per 2 Levels

Resist a poison effect.

Resist Sleep†◊

4

N/A

Resist a Sleep spell or poison.

Scholar of (X)†

3

N/A

Gain relative information on X subject.

Small Weapon ˚

2

N/A

Use Small Weapons.

Smithy†‡

5

N/A

Create weapons and armor.

Spirit Augmentation†

8

Vitality x1

Endure an additional death before dying
permanently.

Staff ˚

2

N/A

Use Staffs.

Superior Smelling

0

Kaddri

Track by sense of smell and detect poisons
within foodstuffs.

Teach

6

Read & Write

Teach a skill to another character.

Trade Skill: (X)†

4

N/A

Gain five Copper Pieces per level of Trade Skill
per day.

Two Weapons

6

Weapon Skill

Wield a weapon in each hand.

Vitality†

2

N/A

+1 Hit Point

Weapon Proficiency†

5

N/A

Use a specific weapon.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ‡ See Production ˚ See Weapons
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General Path Skills
Appraise

Extra Armor

With each purchase of this skill, a character is able
to wear an additional five points of armor.

With Appraise, a character may discern the
approximate value of an item. Players with this First Aid
skill are given a list of items and their approximate This skill allows a character to bandage the wounds
values, which represents their knowledge on the of a target that is in the Dying state. The use of this
subject.
skill stabilizes a Dying character and brings them
to the Unconscious state.
Discern Condition
To use First Aid, the player must bandage their
Discern Condition allows a character to accurately target’s arm or leg with a piece of cloth.
identify the following states: Unconscious, Injured,
Dying, Dead, and Asleep.
To use this skill, the player must be within arm’s
reach of the target and state, “Discerning condition.”
Then, the target replies with their condition.

Disguise Self

With the purchase of this skill, the character is
considered a master of disguise, allowing them
disguise options that are not available to others.
While any player is allowed to attempt to disguise
themselves by means of clothing and/or hats (not
including full face masks), Disguise Self allows the
player to alter their physical appearance by means
of prosthetics, false appendages, skin makeup, and
wigs.
Please note that while wearing a disguise, a
character’s racial traits (such as an Elf’s ears or a
Kaddri’s tail) must still be worn, but can be hidden.
This skill does not allow the player to alter the color
of their eyes. While Disguise Self grants the player Photosynthesis
a greater selection of effective disguise options,
their disguise is only as effective as they make it. For each minute a Kaelis stands still in direct
sunlight, they are capable of healing for one Hit
Disguises are not a magical effect.
Point. If the skies are so overcast or cloudy that
the sun cannot be directly seen, this skill cannot be
Engineering
A character with this skill is able to create and used. A character must be conscious and capable of
operate siege equipment, and produce and install using skills in order to use this ability.
In addition, a Kaelis may select or design a unique
locks.
skill that relates to their particular variety of plant
Escape Artist
or fungus, with approval from a Logistics Officer.
With this skill, a character is able to break free This benefit is only available during character
from manacles, handcuffs, and similar devices. creation.
Doing so requires one minute of role-play.
Read and Write
A character with this skill is also trained to break
free of simpler bindings, such as rope, and may do With this skill, a character is capable of reading
and writing non-magical text.
so with 30 seconds of role-play.

Evasive Maneuver

This ability represents a character’s situational
awareness and ability to avoid an incoming Mercy
Strike, and may be used once per purchase.
To use this skill, a character must be fully capable
of movement, conscious, and able to make use of
their skills.
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Resist Charm

A character with this skill is capable of resisting
one magical or poison-based Charm or Vampire
Charm effect per purchase. For every purchase of
Resist Charm, a character must have one purchase
of Vitality.
In order to use Resist Charm, the character must
be conscious and capable of using their skills.

Resist Magic

Once per purchase, a character may resist one
magical effect. This skill is purchasable once every
three levels (IE: 3, 6, 9, etc.), and each purchase
requires two purchases of the Vitality skill. A
character must be conscious and capable of using
their skills in order to make use of this ability.

Teach

A character with this skill may teach a skill to
another character through 12 hours of role-play.
Upon completion of the role-play, both players
should report to the Logistics staff so that the new
skill may be applied.
Learning a skill via Teach costs half of the skill’s SP
cost,
rounded up, if the student is part of the Path
Resist Poison
the skill is from. Skills learned from other Paths
Once per purchase, a character may resist the cost the full SP price and may only be learned
effects of a poison. For each purchase of Resist through Teach, three times. Pupils must fulfill all
Poison, the character must have one purchase of prerequisites for the skills they intend to learn.
Vitality. This skill can be purchased every other
Note: Class skills cannot be taught to individuals who are
level (2, 4, 6, etc.).
not a part of the associated class, and the role-play may
The character must be conscious and capable of
be performed over the course of several events.
using skills to use this skill.
While mentoring other players for the purposes of teaching
new skills or training for a Class, the character may not
Using Resist Sleep, a character has the ability to train as a pupil, themselves.
resist one magical or poison-based Sleep effect per
purchase.
To use this skill, the character must be conscious
and capable of using their skills.

Resist Sleep

Scholar of (X)

This skill represents a character’s knowledge
regarding the selected topic. A greater number of
purchases in a given field of study indicate a greater
education on the subject.

Small Weapons

This skill represents the character’s training in the
use of small weapons, such as hatchets, saps, and
daggers.

Smithy

With this skill, a character is able to create various
types of arms and armor.

Spirit Augmentation

Each purchase of this ability strengthens the
character’s spirit, allowing them to endure the
traumas of one additional death. A character must
have one purchase of the Vitality skill for each
purchase of Spirit Augmentation.

Staff

Trade Skill: (X)

Each purchase of this skill grants the character a
regular income in the form of five copper coins
per purchase, per game day. Trade Skills consist of
professions, both legal and illegal.
Examples include Cobbler, Smuggler, Carpenter, Sailor,
and Blacksmith.

Two Weapons

This skill represents a character’s training with the With this skill, a character may wield two weapons
use of a staff.
they are proficient with, simultaneously. Without
this skill, characters attempting to wield two
Superior Smelling
weapons simultaneously are treated nonproficient
Kaddri are capable of using their superior sense of with their weapons, regardless of their skills.
smell to track, granting them two levels of Tracking.
Additionally, they are able to detect poisons in food Vitality
and drinks through three seconds of role-play, but Each purchase of this skill grants the character an
are unable to determine what the poisons are.
additional, permanent Hit Point. Characters can
In addition, a Kaddri may select or design a unique have a maximum of 30 Hit Points.
skill that relates to their particular variety of animal, As the character progresses and naturally
with approval from a Logistics Officer. This benefit gains more Hit Points, excess purchases of
is only available during character creation.
Vitality are refunded.
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Path: Barbarian

Barbarians are one with nature, and one with
themselves. Not only are they acutely attuned
to their surroundings, but they are capable of
remarkable feats of fortitude and strength.

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Path is needed for these classes:
Druid • Shura • Titan

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Adrenaline†◊

3

1 Character Level

Negate all but one point of physical damage.

Courage†◊

4

N/A

Resist Fear effects.

Crushing Blow†◊

3

Bludgeon Weapon Skill

Deal Crushing damage.

Fracture †◊

5

Weapon skill

Shatters the target item

One with Nature†◊

4

N/A

Cast a protective spell.

Overpower †◊

3

Crushing Blow x1

Knock the target back five paces

Unchained Beast †◊

3

N/A

Causes Fear in target

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Adrenaline

Adrenaline negates all but one point of damage
from a physical attack. Adrenaline may be
purchased once per character level. This skill may
be used once per purchase, while the character is
conscious and capable of using their skills.

Courage

Using this skill, a character is able to resist the
magical effects of Fear once per purchase.
In order to make use of Courage, the character
must be conscious and capable of using their skills.

Crushing Blow

One with Nature does not require an incantation—
Instead, the Barbarian may state the name of the
effect they intend to use while making contact with
themselves.
One with Nature may be purchased twice.
Protective spells include Divine Armor, Shield,
Protection from Poison, Protection from Magic, Resist
Element, and Reflect Magic.
This skill may be used once per purchase, while
the character is conscious and capable of using
their skills.

Overpower

This skill allows the Barbarian, once per purchase,
Using a bludgeoning weapon, a character is able to add “Knock-back” to the start of their damage call,
to add the Crushing damage modifier to their call, knocking their target back five paces. This skill may
once per purchase.
be purchased once for each purchase of Crushing
Blow.

Fracture

With this skill, a Barbarian may call “Fracture” in Unchained Beast
place of a damage call; effectively shattering the Letting out a fierce cry before attacking, the
item they strike, once per purchase.
Barbarian is able to add “Cause Fear” to the start
of their damage call, afflicting their target with the
One with Nature
Fear effect once per purchase.
Utilizing their close connection with nature, the
Barbarian may call upon Gaia to grant himself
protection. The use of One with Nature does not
spend a Spell Slot and can be done without having
purchased Divine Arts.
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Path: Fighter

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Path is needed for these classes:
Duelist • Hospitalier • Royal Guard
Rune Knight • Titan

One can never know too much: that’s the sentiment
shared by all Fighters, who stand ready to engage
opponents at an advantage–whether it be with
their father’s sword, or the nearest discarded war
hammer on the bloodied battlefield.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Cleave†◊

4

Critical Hit x3

Deal +3 damage with one melee attack.

Critical Hit†◊

2

Weapon Skill

Deal +1 damage with one melee attack.

One-Handed Blade˚

4

N/A

Use one-handed bladed weapons.

One-Handed Bludgeon˚

4

N/A

Use one-handed bludgeoning weapons.

Parry†◊

6

Weapon Skill

Negate one physical strike.

Polearm˚

8

N/A

Use polearm weapons.

Shield˚

5

N/A

Use a shield.

Shield Bash†◊

4

Shield

Stun a foe by striking with a shield.

Strength†

6

5 Character Levels, Cleave x3

Deal +1 damage with melee weapons.

Two-Handed Blade˚

6

N/A

Use two-handed bladed weapons.

Two-Handed Bludgeon˚

6

N/A

Use two-handed bludgeoning weapons.

Cleave

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ˚ See Weapons

Using a melee weapon, a character may deal an shields. Shields are used to protect the user against
additional three points of damage, once per purchase. physical damage, and are impervious to destruction by
The character must purchase three uses of Critical Hit such means. Gas poisons and spells that strike a shield,
still affect the character.
for each purchase of Cleave.

Critical Hit

Shield Bash

A character with this skill can strike a foe with their
shield once per purchase. When struck, Shield Bash
causes the target to be stunned for five seconds. Shield
One-Handed Blade
Bash may only be used with latex and other approved
This skill represents a character’s training with bladed shields. The call to use with this skill is, “Shield Bash!”
weapons that may be wielded in one hand.
Once per purchase, the character is able to deal an
additional point of damage with a melee weapon.

One-Handed Bludgeon

Strength

For every five character levels (5, 10, 15), and three
This represents a character’s training with blunt purchases of Cleave, the character may purchase the
weapons that may be wielded with one hand.
Strength skill. With this, they may deal a single point of
additional damage with melee weapons, permanently.
Parry
For each purchase of Parry, the character may avoid the This skill is purchasable three times.
damage of a physical attack by calling, “Parry!” Spells, Two-Handed Blade
Channel Strikes, and Gas Poisons cannot be parried.
This skill represents a character’s training with large,
Parry can only be used when a character is wielding a bladed weapons that can be wielded with two hands.
weapon.
However, these weapons may be wielded in one hand,
though doing so reduces the weapon’s damage output
Polearm
This skill represents a character’s training with pole to half its standard value, rounded down.
weapons. While normally wielded with two hands, pole Two-Handed Bludgeon
weapons may be wielded in one hand; though doing so This represents a character’s training with the use of
reduces the weapon’s damage output to half its standard large, blunt weapons that can be used with two hands.
value, rounded down.
However, these weapons may be wielded in one
hand, though doing so reduces the weapon’s
Shield
damage output to half its standard value,
This represents a character’s training with the use of
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rounded down.

Path: Mage

SP to unlock skills: 5

This Path is needed for these classes:
Bard • Conduit • Druid
•Necromancer • Oracle • Ritualist
Royal Guard • Rune Knight

At the fingertips of a Mage exist entire realms of
power at their disposal, and an innate ability to
use it. Whether they control life and death with the
Divine Arts or bend the elements to their will with
the Arcane Arts, a Mage knows nothing of limits: only
possibilities.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Apothecary†‡

4

Divine Spell Slot Level 3

Create and identify potions.

Arcane Arts

3

Read & Write

Represents a character’s Arcane Magic training.

Cantrip†

3

Level 1 Spell Slot

A weak spell with five uses per purchase.

Channel Magic†◊

3

Weapon Skill, Spell Slot

Deliver a spell with a weapon

Divine Arts

3

Read & Write

Represents a character’s Divine Magic training.

Nota†‡

4

Arcane/Divine Spell Slot
LVL 3

Create and identify magical tattoos.

Scribe†‡

4

Arcane/Divine Arts
Arcane/Divine Spell Slot
LVL 3

Create magical scrolls.

Spell Barrage†◊

5

Divine/Arcane Spell Slot

Cast a single spell on up to five targets at once.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ‡ See Production

Spell Slots
SPELL LVL

COST-1st COST-2nd
SCHOOL SCHOOL

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Spell Slot Lvl 1†◊

1

2

Divine/Arcane School

Cast one of any 1st-level Spell

Spell Slot Lvl 2†◊

1

2

Spell Slot Lvl 1 x3

Cast one of any 2nd-level Spell

Spell Slot Lvl 3†◊

2

3

Spell Slot Lvl 2 x3

Cast one of any 3rd-level Spell

Spell Slot Lvl 4†◊

3

4

Spell Slot Lvl 3 x3

Cast one of any 4th-level Spell

Spell Slot Lvl 5†◊

3

4

Spell Slot Lvl 4 x3

Cast one of any 5th-level Spell

Spell Slot Lvl 6†◊

4

5

Spell Slot Lvl 5 x3

Cast one of any 6th-level Spell

Spell Slot Lvl 7†◊

5

6

Spell Slot Lvl 6 x3

Cast one of any 7th-level Spell

Ritual Magic†◊*

5

6

Spell Slot Lvl 7 x1

Cast Ritual Spells & use Ritual Scrolls

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ˚ See Weapons

A Spell Slot allows the character to cast one spell
of the school and level it is purchased for. Spell
Slots, like combat-related skills, are replenished
by Renewing Winds. When a character purchases
either Arcane or Divine Arts, the first is considered
their Primary School when calculating the Spell
Slot’s cost, while the other is now their Secondary
School. For each Spell Slot of a new level, they
are granted the ability to cast any spell from the
appropriate school of magic, of that level, and may
select any such spell they desire to cast, so long as
they have an expendable Spell Slot remaining.
When purchasing Spell Slots, it is important
to note that they must be purchased in a
column fashion: three Spell Slots of a given
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level and school must be purchased before

any Spell Slots of the next level may be purchased,
and Spell Slots of a higher level may not be
purchased in greater quantities than those of lower
levels. Players may, however, elect to purchase a
large quantity of low-level Spell Slots initially, and
continue to do so with higher levels.
Note: Upon purchasing one Seventh-Level Spell
Slot, the character may begin purchasing Ritual
Magic for the appropriate school, if they so desire,
without the necessity of maintaining a column
form in regards to Seventh-Level Spell Slots and
purchases of Ritual Magic.
For more on Spells, see page 57

Apothecary

Cantrip

This skill represents a character’s training in A Cantrip is a type of spell that a Mage can cast five
brewing and identifying potions. A character who times per purchase. A Mage can select one Cantrip
is capable of casting third-level Divine spells may after learning their first Spell Slot of the first tier.
begin purchasing this skill.
They can learn a new Cantrip every fifth level (1, 6,
11, 16, etc.).

Arcane Arts

With this skill, the character is considered Divine Cantrips: Cause Minor Wounds, Cure Minor
proficient with basic Arcane magic, and is capable Wounds, Light, and Slow
of identifying and reading any non-Ritual Arcane Arcane Cantrips: Light, Elemental Missile, and Slow
scroll.

Channel Magic

Channel Magic allows a character to cast a spell
through their weapon, rather than with a spell
packet. To do so, the character uses the appropriate
Spell Slot for the spell, and strikes the target with
their weapon calling “Channel Strike: <Spell Name>.”
in place of an incantation or damage call.

Divine Arts

With this skill, the character is considered
proficient with basic Divine magic, and is capable
of identifying and reading any non-Ritual Divine
scroll.

Nota

Allows the character to create and identify magical
tattoos. A character may purchase Nota, if he
possesses the ability to cast third-level spells.

Ritual Magic

This represents a character’s ability to cast spells
from the highest tier of magic. Ritual spells require
components associated with the four elements,
or a specially made scroll. A character may begin
purchasing Ritual Magic if they have purchased at
least one seventh-tier Spell Slot.

Scribe

This skill represents a character’s training in the
creation of magical scrolls, and may be purchased
by a character with the ability to cast third-level
spells.

Spell Barrage

For each purchase of Spell Barrage, a character
may cast a spell and make use of five spell packets at
once. If multiple spell packets strike an individual
from the same Spell Barrage, they are only affected
once. The use of this ability also uses a Spell Slot.
When casting a Spell Barrage, the standard
incantation of the spell is replaced with “Spell
Barrage: <Spell Name>.”
Spell Barrage cannot be used with Touch-Cast
spells or abilities such as Channel Magic. A character
may purchase Spell Barrage for each odd level (1, 3,
5, etc.).
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Path: Monk

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Path is needed for these classes:
Assassin • Shura

Across the ages, an unimaginable number of thieves
have thought monasteries and temples across the
land were easy marks, only to find themselves faced
with the most ruthless guardians on Gisido: Monks.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Dexterity†

4

N/A

+2 points of armor

Dodge†◊

5

Dexterity x3

Negate one incoming attack, spell, or poison

Iron Fist†◊

4

Shout of Spirit x3

Deal +3 damage with one unarmed strike.

Shout of Spirit†◊

2

Unarmed

Deal +1 damage with one unarmed strike.

Style Master†

5

5 Character Levels,
Iron Fist x3

Deal +1 damage with all unarmed strikes.

Unarmed˚

4

N/A

Represents a character’s training in unarmed combat.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ˚ See Weapons

Dexterity

Each purchase of Dexterity grants the character
two Armor Points, up to a maximum of 20. Armor
Points granted in this way do not stack with those
granted from physical armor, when the physical
armor provides more than 10 points of protection.
Dexterity-based Armor Points require no physical
representation.
Unlike physical armor, Dexterity-based Armor
Points may be restored through one minute of
stretching.

Dodge

For every three purchases of Dexterity, a character
may purchase Dodge once. With it, they may
avoid the effects of an attack, by means of weapon,
poison, or spell, once per purchase. Dodge may not
be used to protect the character from Area of Effect
abilities such as Force Wave, poison gasses emitted
from traps, or voice-radius spells, and it may not be
used to defend against attacks the character is not
aware of, such as Mercy Strike.

Iron Fist

For every three purchases of Shout of Spirit, the
Monk may purchase Iron Fist once. With this skill,
they can deal an additional three points of damage
with one unarmed attack.

Shout of Spirit

With this skill, a character is able to deal one
additional point of damage for a single strike with
their fist.
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Style Master

Style Master grants a monk the ability to deal an
additional point of damage with their fists at all
times. This skill is purchasable once for every five
levels, (5, 10, 15) and three purchases of Iron Fist.
Style Master may be purchased up to three times.

Unarmed

This skill represents a character’s training in the
use of their fists in combat.
A monk’s gloves are represented by padded
sparring gloves, and are approved on a case-bycase basis. These gloves are considered Out-ofGame and do not require an item tag, unless
given special enhancements such as Fortifications
and enchantments. If a tagged pair of gloves is
destroyed, the character may continue to use their
fists to deal Normal damage.
Monks may block incoming physical attacks with
their forearms, if they make an obvious effort to
deflect the blow.

Path: Paladin

SP to unlock skills: 5

This Path is needed for these classes:
Hospitalier

Meet the Paladin: if there is anything more
terrifying than an adversary who believes
themselves righteous, it’s one whose deity agrees
with them.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Divine Burst

5

Healing Touch x3

Emit Divine energies to all within earshot.

Divine Protection†◊

2

N/A

Cast a protective spell.

Divine Smite†◊

3

Healing Touch x2

Deal Holy Damage for three strikes.

Healing Touch†◊

1

N/A

Deliver a Cure Light Wounds spell via touch.

Miracle†◊

5

Divine Burst

Revive a dead creature.

Remove Disease†◊

3

N/A

Remove a disease

Turn Undead†◊

2

Weapon Skill

Cause Fear in a single undead target

Divine Burst

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Once per day, the Paladin may emit a Cure
Wounds or Cause Wounds effect by means of a
Voice-Radius spell. This call may only be used in a
firm, speaking voice.
The call to use Divine Burst is, “Voice-radius: <Cure/
Cause> Wounds!”

Divine Smite

Once per purchase, the Paladin may imbue their
weapon with Holy energy, dealing nonlethal
damage to the living, or to cause greater harm to
undead and other unholy abominations with three
strikes. Divine Smite may be purchased once for
every two purchases of Healing Touch.

Divine Protection

For each purchase of this ability, the Paladin
may cast a Divine Armor or Shield spell upon
themselves, without the need or use of Divine Spell
Slots.

Healing Touch

Remove Disease

Healing Touch allows the character to deliver a With this ability, the Paladin may call upon the
Cure Light Wounds spell to their target via touch divine power of the gods, to remove the effects of
without the use of a Spell Slot.
a disease from themselves or their desired target
Healing Touch does not require an incantation, once per purchase.
and is cast by naming the effect.
Th incantation for this ability would be,
“By the grace of the Gods I remove your disease!”

Miracle

This skill allows the Paladin to revive a dead
creature, as with the Revive spell, without a need
for Divine magic or Level 7 Spell Slots. Due to the
intense nature of this Divine Magic ability, Rune
Knights and Obern are unable to use it.
In order to be able to purchase Miracle, the Paladin
must have first purchased Divine Burst. Miracle
may be purchased twice.

Turn Undead

Once per purchase of this skill, the Paladin may
imbue their weapon with a Divine aura, which
they may then use to strike an undead creature;
effectively inflicting the effects of Cause Fear.
To use this ability, the Paladin must add
“Turn Undead” to be beginning of their
damage call.
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Path: Ranger

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Path is needed for this class:
Warden

Their lack of need for communal comfort only
deepens the mystery: did the Ranger learn their
skills by hunting wildlife, or did they hunt
something else entirely?

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Archery˚

4

N/A

Represents a character’s training with bows, crossbows, and
slingshots.

Crippling Shot†◊

3

Archery

Apply the crippling effect to one shot.

Daze†◊

3

Archery

Apply the stun effect to one shot.

Expand Quiver†

5

Archery

Expand a quiver’s capacity by 10 arrows/bolts/shot.
(Maximum of 30)

Exploit Weakness†◊

4

Overdraw x3

Deal +3 damage for one attack with an Archery weapon.

Fletcher†‡

3

N/A

Create Bows, Crossbows, Slingshots, and their respective
ammunition.

Hunter of (X)†

3

Weapon Skill

Deal +1 damage against a specific type of creature.

Overdraw†◊

2

Archery

Deal +1 damage for one attack with an Archery weapon.

Pinning Shot†◊

3

Crippling Shot x1

Apply the pin effect to one shot.

Recover Arrows

4

Archery

Recover & reuse half a spent quiver’s ammunition before
needing new item tag

Sharp Eye†

6

5 Char. Lvls, Exploit
Weakness x3

Deal +1 damage with archery weapons.

Tracking†

3

N/A

Attempt to track a target.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ‡ See Production ˚ See Weapons

Archery

Crippling Shot

This skill represents a character’s training with Using Crippling Shot, the Ranger may add the
projectile weapons such as bows, crossbows, and Crippling modifier to the beginning of their damage
slingshots.
call, and afflict their target with the Crippled effect.

Daze

Once per purchase, the Ranger may add the Daze
Modifier to the beginning of their damage call,
inflicting the Stun effect upon their target.

Expand Quiver

This skill grants a character the ability to hold an
additional 10 units of ammunition in any quiver
they possess. All quivers initially hold 10 projectiles,
and the maximum amount any quiver may hold is
30.

Exploit Weakness

This skill allows a character to deal an extra three
points of damage with one shot from an Archery
weapon. For every three purchases of Overdraw, a
character may purchase Exploit Weakness once.

Fletcher
30

This skill allows a character to produce bows,
crossbows, and slingshots, and their respective
ammunitions.

Hunter of (X)

This skill represents a character’s knowledge
regarding a specific creature’s weaknesses. With
it, they may deal an additional point of damage
against a specified type of creature. Hunter of (X)
may be purchased up to three times for a given
type of creature.

Overdraw

For each purchase of Overdraw, a character can
deal an additional point of damage with a single
attack with an Archery weapon.

Pinning Shot

Once per purchase, the Ranger may add the
Pinning modifier to the beginning of their damage
call, and inflict the Pinned effect on their target.
This skill may be purchased once for each purchase
of Crippling Shot.

Recover Arrows

A character with this skill is able to recover and
reuse half of their spent arrows, bolts, or shot.

Sharp Eye

With this skill, a character can deal an additional
point of damage with all Archery weapons. A
character may purchase Sharp Eye once for every
five character levels (5, 10, 15), and three purchases
of Exploit Weakness. Sharp Eye may be purchased
up to three times.

Tracking

This skill represents a character’s ability to track
another creature, and does not guarantee success.
A greater number of purchases represent a higher
level of skill and greater chance of success.
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Path: Rogue

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Path is needed for these classes:
Assassin • Warden

Quick hands, quiet feet, and no qualms over
injury and death are the marks of a Rogue. Rogues
populate a number of roles in society, from thieves
to mercenaries, each as unsavory as the last.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Alchemy†‡

5

Read &Write

Create and identify alchemical substances.

Fatal Blow†◊

3

Sneak Attack x3

Deal +5 damage from behind a foe.

Mercy Strike†◊

3

Weapon Skill

Render a target unconscious.

Pickpocket†

4

N/A

Steal items off a target’s person.

Pick Locks

6

N/A

Attempt to pick locks.

Piercing Strike†◊

3

1 Character Level,
Small Weapon

Deal Piercing damage with a dagger.

Sneak Attack†◊

2

Weapon Skill

Deal +1 damage from behind a foe.

Thrown Weapon

4

N/A

Use thrown projectile weapons.

Trapper†‡

5

N/A

Create and arm traps.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ‡ See Production

Alchemy

GM if they are attempting to take a specific kind
of item—such as coins or potions—but the items
With this skill, a character is able to create and
taken are randomized and at the discretion of the
identify poisons and other alchemical substances.
Thief GM.

Fatal Blow

Pick Locks

Each purchase of Fatal Blow allows a character
This skill grants the character the ability to attempt
to deal an additional five points of damage from
to pick a lock, but does not guarantee success.
behind a foe. For each purchase of Fatal Blow, a
character must have three purchases of Sneak Players are expected to provide their own lock
picks. In the event that such tools are restricted in
Attack.
the real world, players must have representations
Mercy Strike
of similar tools, while the Event Staff will provide
Once per purchase, the character is able to strike a an alternative method for bypassing a lock.
target from behind and render them unconscious.
Piercing Strike
The call for this attack is, “Mercy Strike!”, and is
For every level the character has, they may
considered Out of Game.
purchase Piercing Strike once. With this skill, they
Mercy Strike may only be performed with melee
may add the Piercing damage modifier to a single
and blunt thrown weapons.
attack with a dagger.
Note: This skill does not reduce the target to zero Hit
Points.
Sneak Attack

Pickpocket

With this skill, a character may deal an extra point
of damage to a foe from behind, once per purchase.

With this skill, the character may attempt to steal
directly from another person’s pocket or pouch, Thrown Weapon
but success is not guaranteed. Each additional
This ability represents a character’s training with
purchase allows the thief to steal more items in a
thrown weapons, such as shuriken, javelins, and
single attempt.
throwing knives.
To pick a pocket, the player must attach a
clothespin to the desired pocket or pouch, and Trapper
contact a Thief GM to recover the stolen items A character with this skill is capable of creating
from the target. The thief may advise the Thief and arming traps.
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Path: Technician

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Path is needed for this class:
Marksman

The mechanically-minded thrive in this era of
steam-power and clockwork–it’s only natural
that they’ve earned a name for themselves on the
battlefield by putting wrenches to martial use.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Dismantle†◊

3

N/A

Break items down into components.

Druggist†‡

4

Read & Write

Produce and identify salves

Firearms˚

4

N/A

Proficiency with firearms

Gunsmith†‡

4

Read & Write

Produce firearms and their ammunition.

Precise Shot†◊

2

Firearms

Deal an additional point of damage with one shot.

Repair†◊

3

Read & Write

Repair a broken item.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase. ‡ See Production ˚ See Weapons

Dismantle

A Technician with this skill may dismantle items
with one minute of role-play. In doing so, the object
will be destroyed, but will grant the Technician a
number of supplies associated with the craft used
to produce the item. These supplies may then be
used to enhance a character’s production output
potential.

Druggist

With this skill, a character may create and identify
salves.

Firearms

This skill represents a character’s training with
rifles and pistols.
These weapons are represented with foam dart
guns, with magazine capacities of no more than
six rounds. Guns must be modified to meet the
aesthetic standards and setting of the LARP.

Gunsmith

Technicians with this skill may produce pistols,
rifles, and bullets.

Precise Shot

With this skill, the character may deal one extra
point of damage per purchase, with their firearm.

Repair

With one minute of role-play, the Technician
may repair a broken weapon or set of armor. Items
repaired in this way lose any previously applied
magical effects and enchantments.
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Classes

Upon reaching 10th level, a character
may choose to devote themselves to
a specific path, called a class. Classes
provide a means to excel in particular
means, such as protection, control of a
battle, or expertise with a certain weapon,
while leaving behind areas of study that
do not further this goal. Some classes
even offer a number of specialty items
that can be created by specific means of
production.
A character who pursues a class should
seek out a mentor to teach them the path
and train with them for no less than 36
hours. They may begin this search well
before reaching 10th level, but in order
to learn and control the powerful abilities
and expertise a class confers, a character
must seek tutelage.
CLASS

SP

PREREQUISITES

Assassin

4

Rogue and Monk Paths

Bard

5

Mage Path, Trade Skill: Performer (5)

Conduit

4

Arcane Ritual Magic

Dragoon

3

Polearm skill

Druid

4

Barbarian Path, Divine Ritual Magic

Duelist

4

Fighter Path, Two Weapons skill

Hospitalier

3

Fighter, and Paladin Paths

Marksman

4

Technician Path

Necromancer

4

Divine Ritual Magic

Oracle

4

Divine Ritual Magic

Ritualist

3

Arcane or Divine Ritual Magic

Royal Guard

4

Fighter, Mage Paths

Rune Knight

4

Fighter Path and Arcane Ritual Magic

Shura

3

Monk and Barbarian Paths

Titan

5

Fighter and Barbarian Paths

Warden

3

Ranger and Rogue Paths

Note: The role-play necessary for entering a class must be performed in person, and is expected to span the duration of
several events, and take no less than 36 hours to complete.
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Class: Assassin

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs these Paths:
Rogue • Monk

GAME PLAY: Assassins stalk their prey from the
shadows, and strike when they find an opening.
Most often, Assassins prefer the use of daggers
and short swords. However, many are also skilled
martial artists, or create effective smoke-screens.

Assassins are masters of shadows and silence,
and are trained to quickly eliminate a target, and
vanish before being detected. While most people
assume an Assassin to be a hired blade, few know
their true motives.
Rumors suggest Assassins wield supernatural
powers, granting them the ability to bypass nearly
any physical or magical barrier.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Assassin’s Strike†

4

Fatal Blow x3,
Character Level x5

Deal +1 damage from behind a foe with all small weapons.

Shadow Arts

3

N/A

Represents a character’s specialized training in stealth and
infiltration.

Shadow Dance†◊

4

Shadow Arts

Teleport from shadow to shadow.

Shadow Step†◊

5

Shadow Arts

Pass through a magical barrier.

Silent Knife†◊

4

Shadow Arts, Fatal
Blow x1

Instantly kills the target.

Smoke Bomb

3

Shadow Arts,
Alchemy x3

Produce Smoke Bombs.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Assassin’s Strike

Representing the character has advanced training
with small weapons, Assassin’s Strike grants a
permanent additional point of damage dealt with
all Small Weapons. This skill may be purchased up
to three times.
Note that Assassin’s Strike may be used while
unarmed, but does not stack with the effects of
Style Master.

Shadow Arts

Shadow Dance has no effect if the Assassin or any
of his equipment is affected by a Light spell.
For more on Shadow Sickness, see page 12

Shadow Step

With three seconds of role-play, an Assassin may
pass through a magical barrier once per purchase.
One use of this skill allows the character to pass
one-way through a Wall of Force or similar barrier.

Silent Knife

Clans of Assassins closely guard their knowledge With this skill, a character is able to mortally
of techniques and alchemical recipes. A character wound their target with a single blow from behind;
with this skill is considered to have gained access causing the target to immediately enter the Dead
to this knowledge.
state. The call to activate this skill is “Silent Knife,”
and is Out-of-Game.
Shadow Dance
Silent Knife may be purchased once for each
Once per purchase, the Assassin may meld with purchase of Fatal Blow.
the shadows for 30 seconds, and move about them
while Out of Game. In this state, they can still talk, Smoke Bomb
move objects, and open doors, but take effect from A smoke bomb is an alchemically crafted item
Smoke Bombs, traps, and Voice-Radius spells.
that blinds anyone nearby, when it is thrown at the
While using this skill, the Assassin cannot attack, ground.
cast spells, or bypass magical barriers. After the To use a smoke bomb, the user throws a green
duration of the ability has passed, the Assassin spell packet to the ground and calls “Smoke Bomb”
is forced from the shadows, and is afflicted with in a firm, speaking voice—anyone who hears this
Shadow Sickness until the next Renewing Winds. call is blinded for five seconds.
Should he use this ability while afflicted by Shadow
Sickness, he will die if the duration is exceeded
again.

ADDITIONAL ALCHEMY PRODUCTION ITEM AVAILABLE!

SMOKE BOMB: Gas, 3 Prod. Levels Required; Causes Voice-radius Blindness, 5 Seconds
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Class: Bard

SP to unlock skills: 5

This Class needs these Paths:

Mage • (Trade Skill: Performer, Level 5)
GAME PLAY: Bards are skillful at performing
arts, employing music, poetry, and similar means
of entertainment to help their patrons recover
from injuries and restore magical energies.

The Bard is a master of entertainment. They
captivate their audience with skilled performances,
and leave them with a sense of renewal—and a bit
less coin. Most Bards are skilled musicians, though
many more find acting, acrobatics, or poetry to suit
them better. While Bards find little use on open
battlefields, many tavern-goers or passers-by enjoy
their performances.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Aria of Restoration†◊

4

Divine Arts

Acts as the spell, Restore.

Ballad of the Magus†◊

6

Arcane Arts

Restores Spell Slots.

Battle Hymn†◊

4

N/A

Grants proficiency with wielded weapons.

Hymn of the Goddess†◊

5

Divine Arts

Heals audience members.

Song of Rejuvenation†◊

8

N/A

Restores expendable skills.

Song of Valor†◊

3

N/A

Grants immunity to Fear.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

two second-level Spell Slots. His first-level Spell Slots
will all be replenished before his second-level Spell
Slots will be affected.

Battle Hymn

Once per purchase, the Bard may sing or hum
a tune, and grant themselves proficiency with
whatever weapon or shield they wield for the
duration of the song. While under the effects of
Battle Hymn, the Bard may also add the Piercing
or Crushing damage modifiers to their damage call
for three attacks, if they are wielding a bladed or
bludgeoning weapon respectively.

Hymn of the Goddess
Aria of Restoration

To begin using this skill, the Bard must announce
its name to his audience. During the performance,
members of the audience are healed for one Hit
Point per minute.

After spending at least one minute performing, Song of Rejuvenation
the Bard’s audience is granted the effects of the With at least one minute of performance, the Bard’s
Restore spell.
song restores one spent skill for each member of his
To begin his performance, the Bard must first audience, for each minute the song lasts. The skills
announce the name of the ability to his audience. refreshed in this manner are renewed in the order
of the audience member’s choice. This ability does
Ballad of the Magus
not affect Spell Slots.
For each minute an audience member listens to To begin using this ability, the Bard must announce
this song, one of their Spell Slots is restored. Spell its name to his audience.
Slots restored in this way, are replenished from
lowest to highest level, and only spells of levels Song of Valor
one through four are affected. This ability does not To begin, the Bard must announce the name of the
grant additional Spell Slots.
ability before his performance. After at least one
To begin performing this song, the Bard must minute of song, his audience is granted immunity
preface his performance by announcing to the next Fear effect they may receive.
the name of the ability to his audience.
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Example: Terry has spent three first-level, and

Class: Conduit

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs this Path:
Mage with Arcane Ritual Magic

GAME PLAY: The Conduit is able to conjure
elements at will, and may cast a spell without
reciting its incantation, but must audibly
announce the spell to release the spell packet.

The Conduit is a mage that, through the ritual magic
they can no longer access, has turned themselves into
a locus of mystical power at the cost of their ritual
capavbilities They channel arcane magic with naught
but a whispered thought and a snap of their fingers.
Beware standing too close: every spell cast leaves
residual energy on the Conduit, that will discharge
immediately when they touch an object--or an ally.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Arcane Affinity†

4

N/A

Cast spells without reciting their incantations.

Elemental Blade†◊

3

N/A

Summon a temporary blade of elemental energy.

Elemental Burst†◊

4

Spell Barrage x2,
Arcane Affinity x1

Deal elemental damage to all within earshot.

Elemental Pool†◊

5

Arcane Affinity x1

Create a pool of elemental energy, and tap it to cast bolts
of that element.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

DISCHARGE:The first time a Conduit touches
something after casting an elemental spell, they
discharge a small amount of energy in the form of
a Missile-tier form of that spell’s element type to
whatever they touch. This discharge may be absorbed
by protective magic or resistances, but otherwise
functions as a standard spell, in that it ignores armor
and directly affects the target’s Hit Points.

by In-Game phrases, such as “Snowball fight! Ice
Missile!”
Example: Mordecai purchases Arcane Affinity twice. He
may cast any spell that is from the first or second tier
without using his spell book or incantations, but cannot
do so for spells of higher levels.

Elemental Blade

An elemental blade is a weapon formed by
manifesting the energies of a chosen element. With
it, a Conduit may deal two points of damage in the
form of the chosen element. It takes 10 seconds to
focus the energies into a usable weapon.
A Short Sword with a red striking surface represents
an Elemental Blade. When the weapon leaves
the grasp of the Conduit, or they are rendered
unconscious, the Elemental Blade disperses.

Elemental Burst

An Elemental Burst is a blast of elemental energy
that emanates from the Conduit. All who hear the
call, “Voice-radius: <Spell Name>” take the effect of
the spell used. Only element-based spells may be
used with Elemental Burst, and use of this ability
spends the respective Spell Slot of the spell used.
The call should be given in a firm, speaking voice
and is considered Out of Game.

Elemental Pool

With this ability, the Conduit forms a reserve of
elemental
energy, and may tap into it at will to cast
Arcane Affinity
up to 10 individual element-based Bolt spells. The
For each purchase of this ability, the Conduit
incantation for this ability is, “With arcane power, I
becomes more familiar with arcane spells of the
build a pool of <Element>. <Element> Bolt!”
level equal to the number of purchases made. In
doing so, he has removed the necessity to rely
on his spell book and incantations. To cast spells
affected by Arcane Affinity, the Conduit states the
spell’s name and casts a spell packet. This call is
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considered Out of Game, but may be accompanied

Class: Dragoon

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Class needs this Skill:
Polearm

GAME PLAY: Dragoons are fighters who
specialize in the use of polearms. They use
their advantageous reach to disable and delay
encroaching enemies.

Masters of the lance, Dragoons stand at the front of
every charge on the battlefield. These warriors are light
on their feet and deadly precise, striking the weak points
of a foe’s armor with lightning speed. Though fighting
on foot in present day. Historical texts show Dragoons
charging into battle on horseback, shattering sieges.
Legends still speak of Dragoons who rode drakes into
the fray, decimating foes with spear and claw.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Dismember†◊

5

N/A

Remove the target’s limb.

Leg Sweep†◊

4

N/A

Knock the target to the ground.

Phalanx

2

Strength x1

Wield a pole arm in one hand.

Piercing Spiral†◊

2

Strength x1

Deal Piercing damage.

Pinning Thrust†◊

3

Critical Hit x2

Immobilize the target.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Dismember

Once per purchase, the dragoon may add
“Enervate” to the beginning of their damage call.
If the attack causes damage to the target, the limb
struck with this attack is considered to have been
removed or otherwise disabled.

Leg Sweep

With this skill, a Dragoon may call “Leg Sweep!”
while striking their target’s leg, causing them to
fall to the ground.

Phalanx

With Phalanx, the Dragoon may wield a pole
arm in one hand, and use it to deal full damage
while doing so.

Piercing Spiral

With this skill, the Dragoon may add the Piercing
damage modifier to a single attack. The Dragoon
must have at least one purchase of Strength
before Piercing Spiral may be purchased.

Pinning Thrust

With Pinning Thrust, a Dragoon is able to add
“Pinning” to the beginning of their damage call.
If the blow causes damage to the target, they
become pinned.
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Class: Druid

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs these Paths:

Barbarian • Mage with Divine Ritual Magic
GAME PLAY: Through the power of Gaia, Druids
can calm savage beasts and commune with the
plants and animals around them, and can reshape
natural materials into improvised weapons.

Working tirelessly to maintain the delicate balance
of the natural world, is the Druid. Armed with a
passion for wildlife and plants, their affinity for
Divine magic, and the blessings of the Goddess
Gaia upon them, they are more than capable
of offering support to their allies, while also
deescalating hazardous situations involving flora
and fauna.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Calm Animal†◊

4

N/A

Soothe hostile animals.

Commune with
Nature

4

Calm Animal

Obtain wisdom from plants and animals.

Gaia’s Blessing†◊

4

One with Nature x2

Quickly provide allies with protective magical effects.

Nature Provides†◊

3

N/A

Craft improvised weapons from natural materials.

Thorns†◊

2

Crushing Blow x1

Adds the Piercing modifier to one attack.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Commune with Nature may be purchased so long
as Calm Animal has been purchased at least once.
Once per purchase, a Druid may use this spell-like “By Gaia’s grace, I grant you the gift of speech.”
ability to soothe hostile animals, and render them
Gaia’s Blessing
passive.
“By Gaia’s grace, I command you to be calm.”
So long as the Druid has purchased One with
Nature twice, they may begin to purchase Gaia’s
Commune with Nature
Blessing. With it, they may imbue their target with
With this ability, a Druid may attempt to speak the effects of Divine Armor, Protection from Magic,
with plants or animals to gain useful information, and Protection from Poison, simultaneously.
by imbuing the target with the ability to speak and Gaia’s Blessing is a spell-like ability, and requires
comprehend common languages. This does not the incantation,
guarantee that the information provided will be
“By Gaia’s grace, I grant you Gaia’s Blessing.”
clear or useful, however.
Nature Provides
The effects of this ability last for five minutes.
Once per purchase of this ability, the druid may
reshape natural materials into usable weapons.
Doing so requires one minute of role-play.
Weapons crafted in this way may only deal Normal,
base damage for their type, and will resume their
natural form after 24 hours.

Calm Animal

Thorns

Once per purchase of this skill, the Druid may
cause their weapon to sprout thorns, allowing it
to be used to deal Piercing damage for one strike.
This ability may only be used with bludgeoning
weapons, and may be purchased once for each
purchase of Crushing Blow.
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Class: Duelist

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs these Paths:
Fighter • (Skill: Two Weapons)

GAME PLAY: Duelists specialize in combat using
two weapons simultaneously to most efficiently
avoid or redirect incoming attacks, as well as
disarm their foes or relieve them of vital armor.

Keen reflexes and a pair of blades are the greatest
assets of any Duelist. With the proper training, he
is capable of defending himself from nearly any
blow and delivering fatal counter-attacks in the
blink of an eye. On the battlefield, Duelists have a
reputation for frustrating their enemies; as hard
to catch as smoke, and yet so very tangible when
Duelist steel strikes flesh.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Disarm†◊

3

Parry x1

Force the target to drop their weapon.

Expose†◊

4

N/A

Removes the target’s armor in a given location.

Hamstring†◊

2

N/A

Cripples the target.

Master Parry†◊

4

Parry x2

Parry weapon, spell, and gas attacks.

Riposte†◊

5

Parry x1

Reduces the target to -1 HP.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Disarm

With this skill, the Duelist is able to force their
opponent to drop their weapon, once per purchase.
The target’s weapon must be struck, and “Disarm!”
called in order to activate this skill. For each
purchase of Parry, Disarm may be purchased once.

Expose

Expose allows the Duelist to remove sections of
armor from their target by cutting away straps
and ties. “Expose <location>” is called, with a blow
to the location specified; effectively removing the
protection of that area’s armor. This ability may be
used once per purchase.
Example: Terry uses Expose to remove Jill’s cuirass.
He then strikes her in the torso with a poison-coated
dagger, which she takes effect from, since she is no
longer protected by her armor in that location.

Hamstring

This skill allows the Duelist to add “Crippling” to
the beginning of their damage call before striking
their target in the leg, causing them to lose the
ability to run.

Master Parry

Represents a Duelist’s precision with weapon
maneuvers, allowing them to parry any attack once
per purchase. As with an ordinary Parry, “Parry” is
to be called when using this ability. Master Parry
may be purchased once for every two purchases of
Parry.
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Riposte

Available for purchase once for every purchase of
Parry, this ability represents the Duelist’s ability
to deliver a lethal counterattack, reducing their
target to -1 HP. The call associated with this skill
is “Riposte.” Riposte may only be used following a
Parry or Master Parry, and may only be used once
per purchase.

Class: Hospitalier

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Class needs these Paths:
• Fighter • Paladin

GAME PLAY: Hospitaliers often tend to the
wounded, or hunt undead abominations. They
excel in combining Divine magic and martial skill
to be effective combatants in nearly any scenario.

Hospitaliers specialize in incorporating Divine
magic and physical skill to serve a vast number of
roles. They hunt the undead, hold the front-line of
the battlefield, surge mercilessly into enemy ranks,
and even find time to tend to the fallen. While
many have a strong devotion to Prana or Fuka,
others have been known to come from diverse
religious backgrounds.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Hallowed Ground†◊

3

N/A

Create a magical barrier against Undead.

Holy Shield†◊

3

Shield

Block spells that call upon Endo with a shield.

Holy Weapon†◊

4

N/A

Deal 10 points of Magic damage to an undead creature.

Prana’s Blessing†◊

2

N/A

Grants the user three charges of the Cure Light Wounds spell.

Radiant Lance†◊

4

Holy Weapon x2

Deal 20 points of Magic damage to an undead creature.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Hallowed Ground

Calling upon the Deity’s power, the Hospitalier is
able to form a wall of Divine energy, preventing
any Undead from moving through it. A length of
rope, ribbon, or other marking material that is no
longer than 10 feet represents this wall. When using
this skill, the Hospitalier places the representation
on the ground and recites the incantation, “I call
upon Prana to consecrate these grounds!”
Hallowed Ground lasts for five minutes, and may
be used once per purchase.

Holy Shield

Using the Deity’s power, a Hospitalier is able to
block a harmful Divine spell with their shield
once per purchase. A Hospitalier that purchases
Holy Shield cannot purchase Holy Weapon.

Holy Weapon

Using the Deity’s power, once per purchase,
the Hospitalier is able to deliver a massive blow
to an undead creature, dealing 10 points of
Magic damage. However, the Hospitalier may
not purchase Holy Shield if they purchase Holy
Weapon.

Prana’s Blessing

For each purchase of this ability, the Hospitalier is
imbued with three uses of the Cure Light Wounds
spell.

Radiant Lance

Once per purchase, a Hospitalier is able to deliver
a packet attack to an undead creature, dealing 20
points of Magic damage. Purchase of this skill can
only follow two purchases of Holy Weapon, and
the call for this ability is, “Radiant Lance.”
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Class: Marksman

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs this Path:
Technician

GAME PLAY: Marksmen can fire in their target’s
direction and miss, to instill them with fear. Some
Marksmen use specialized barrels or ammunition
to knock enemies backward or blind foes.

Those who devote their time and practice toward
mastery of firearms are known as Marksmen. These
individuals often serve as soldiers or sharpshooters
in newly-formed military units, while others prefer
the solitary life of the hunter or the fame that comes
with being an exhibition shooter. Nevertheless,
Marksmen hold unquestionable skill with rifles and
sidearms alike.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Bird Shot†◊

5

Firearms

Blind the target with a blast of small shot.

Chemist†

4

Gunsmith x3

Fire poisoned darts to inflict various effects.

Overpack†◊

3

Firearms

Knock the target back five paces.

Steady Aim†◊

3

2 Character Levels,
Firearms

Deal double damage for one shot.

Warning shot†◊

3

Precise Shot x1

Fire dangerously close to the target, instilling them with
fear.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Bird Shot

Warning Shot

Once per purchase, the Marksman may add the For each purchase of Warning Shot, the character
Blinding effect to one attack with a rifle or pistol.
may fire at their target with a firearm, instilling
them with the Fear effect by adding “Cause Fear” to
Chemist
the beginning of their damage call.
With each purchase of Chemist, the Marksman This skill may be purchased once for each purchase
may employ a new type of poisoned dart, which they of Precise Shot.
may use to afflict their target with the appropriate
effect. Chemist may be purchased so long as the
Marksman has already purchased Gunsmith at
least three times. Producing one set of darts yields
six units.
DARTS

GUNSMITH LVL

HALLUCINOGEN

3

STRENGTH DRAIN

3

SILENCE

4

SLEEP

4

INSANITY

5

PARALYSIS

6

Overpack

For each purchase of this skill, the Marksman may
add the Knock-back effect to the beginning of their
damage call, with one attack with a firearm.

Steady Aim

With each purchase of this skill, a character may
deal double damage with one shot from a pistol or
rifle. Steady Aim may be purchased once for every
two levels the character possesses.
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Class: Necromancer

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs this Path:
Mage with Divine Ritual Magic

GAME PLAY: the Necromancer can limit or
hinder their enemy’s chance at resurrection, or
inflict a hunger upon their target that forces them
to desire the nearest living creature as a meal.

In the shadows and out of the public eye, some
mages lurk, practicing forbidden spells to unravel
the mysteries of life and death. These few, often
reclusive magicians are known as Necromancers.
They call upon Endo and his dark power to fuel
their magic, which--whether their intentions are
good or ill-- is magic of a truly unholy and despised
nature.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Call Undead

4

Control Undead x2

Call forth various undead creatures.

Control Undead†◊

2

N/A

Manipulate undead creatures.

Endo’s Grasp

8

N/A

Temporarily reduces the target’s opportunities to resurrect.

Hunger†◊

4

Thirst x1

Forces the target to attempt to kill and eat the nearest
creature.

Retribution†◊

4

N/A

Reflect the next physical attack.

Thirst†◊

3

N/A

Causes the target to drink all available fluids.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Call Undead

such immense power, though, the Necromancer
subjects himself to the same possible fate as his
target, for so long as the curse remains in effect.
Endo’s Grasp lasts so long as the Necromancer
remains in possession of the chain, the chain
remains unbroken, and the Necromancer maintains
reasonable proximity to their mark.

Control Undead

Example: William uses a dagger to strike Ulrok, and
later uses the dagger as his focus to cast Endo’s Grasp
upon Ulrok. In order to maintain the spell, he must
keep his chain intact and on his person at all times. In
addition, the player playing as William must continue
to play William at any following events they wish to
maintain the spell, or William will be considered to
have broken the necessary proximity to his target, thus
ending the spell.
“I call upon Endo to grasp the soul of <target>!”

With this skill, the Necromancer gains access to the
Call Undead Divine Ritual spell. When cast, nearby
undead creatures are drawn to the necromancer’s
location. Creatures summoned with this spell are
not innately under the Necromancer’s control.
“I call upon Endo to call undead!”
So long as the Necromancer remains within lineof-sight, with their Holy Symbol of Endo visible,
they may direct the targeted mindless undead
creature through verbal commands, affecting one
creature once per purchase.
“I call upon Endo to control undead!”

Endo’s Grasp

With this ability, the Necromancer gains access
to the Endo’s Grasp ritual spell. With it, they may
temporarily corrupt the target’s soul, reducing
their total number of available resurrections by
five. Should the target die and require resurrection
while under the effects of this spell, the effects will
be permanent.
A bladed weapon which has been used to attack the
target—and only the target—and a length of chain,
six feet in length at minimum, are required to act as
special components for the ritual. In exchange for

Lvl

School

Call Undead

1

Divine

Endo’s Grasp

3

Divine

Once per purchase, the Necromancer may use
this spell-like ability. The target flies into an insane
rage, and will attempt to kill and eat the nearest
living creature to satisfy their hunger. The effects
of Hunger last for five minutes.
“I call upon Endo to afflict you with cannibalistic
hunger!”

Components

Necromancer Rituals
Spell Name

Hunger

Fire Water
1

1

Earth

Air

Duration

Target

Cast Time

1

1

Indefinite

Ground

5 Minutes

2

1

Indefinite

Creature

5 Minutes
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Retribution

Once per purchase of this spell-like ability, the
Necromancer may grant themselves protection
from the next incoming physical attack. When
next struck, their attacker shall receive the damage
they intended to deal to the Necromancer.
“I call upon Endo to grant myself retribution.”

Thirst

With this spell-like ability, the Necromancer’s
target feels as though their throat is completely
dry, and the only way to satisfy their thirst is to
consume any and all fluids on hand, including
potions, poisons and alchemical substances. The
effects of Thirst last for five minutes.
“I call upon Endo to afflict you with dire thirst!”

SPELL NAME

SPELL LVL

DIVINE

Siphon Minor Wounds

1

X

Instant

Siphon Light Wounds

2

X

Instant

Siphon Wounds

3

X

Instant

Siphon Serious Wounds

6

X

Instant

Additional Spells

By default, the Necromancer gains access to the
Siphon variant of the Cure/Cause wounds spells.

Siphon Minor Wounds

ARCANE

DURATION

points of damage, while simultaneously healing
the caster for the same value.
“I call upon Endo to siphon light wounds!”

Siphon Wounds

Level 3
Level 1
Divine
Divine
Instant
Instant
Drains the target’s life force away, dealing five
Drains the target’s life force away, dealing one
point of damage, while simultaneously healing the points of damage, while simultaneously healing
the caster for the same value.
caster for the same value.
“I call upon Endo to siphon wounds!”
“I call upon Endo to siphon minor wounds!”

Siphon Light Wounds		

Siphon Serious Wounds

Level 2
Divine
Instant
Drains the target’s life force away, dealing two

Level 6
Divine
Instant
Drains the target’s life force away, dealing 10
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Class: Oracle

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs this Path:
Mage with Divine Ritual Magic

GAME PLAY: Oracles are often mid-line healers
and fill support roles. They lose their Oracle
abilities until the next renewing wind if they cast
spells associated with gods they are not sworn to.

The voice of the gods, an Oracle delivers their deity’s
message through actions and service. They are the
mortal finger of the Divine, the living will of the
Eternal. They have foregone the pursuit of Ritual spells,
in favor of embracing the pure power offered by their
god--power so raw that any spell they cast still lingers
on their skin, waiting to be discharged indiscriminately
on friend or foe.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Divine Affinity†

4

N/A

Cast Divine spells without reciting their incantations.

Divine Blessing†◊

3

N/A

Cast a Restore spell regardless of alignment and
status effects.

Divine Pool†◊

5

Divine Affinity

Create a pool of Divine energy and tap into it to cast
Light spells of the pool’s energy type.

Grace of the
Divines

5

N/A

Grants three uses of a Cure or Cause spell per
appropriate Spell Slot.

Mercy Healing†◊

3

N/A

Sacrifice HP to heal another, or siphon HP from
another.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

DISCHARGE: The first time an Oracle touches
something after casting a Cure or Cause spell, they
discharge a small amount of energy in the form of a
Minor-tier of that spell’s alignment to whatever they
touch. This discharge may be absorbed by protective
magic or resistances, but otherwise functions as a
standard spell, in that it ignores armor and directly
affects the target’s Hit Points.

Divine Affinity

Divine Pool

With this ability, an Oracle is able to form a reserve
of Divine energy, which they may tap into to cast
10 individual Light-tier spells attuned to their god.
Divine Pool may be used once per purchase, and
an Oracle may begin purchasing it so long as they
have purchased Divine Affinity at least once.
These spells include Cause Light Wounds for
Oracles of Endo, Entangle for Oracles of Gaia, and
Cure Light Wounds for Oracles of Prana, or as per
the appropriate deity of another pantheon.
The incantation for Divine Pool is, “I call upon
<god> to build a pool of energy. <Spell Name>!”

For each purchase of this ability, the Oracle
becomes more familiar with spells of the level
equal to the number of purchases made. In doing
so, she has removed the necessity to rely on her
spell book and incantations. To cast spells affected
by this ability, the Oracle states the spell’s name Grace of the Divines
and casts a spell packet. This call is considered Out This ability allows the Oracle to cast three Cure
of Game, but may be accompanied by In Game or Cause spells from a single, appropriate Spell
Slot. The spells must be cast together, though—any
phrases.
other actions or spells end the effects of the ability
Example: Ellyn, an Oracle of Prana, has purchased and spend the Spell Slot.
Divine Affinity three times. She may cast any first-,
second-, or third-tier spell that calls upon Prana without Mercy Healing
using her spell book or reciting an incantation. However, For each purchase of this skill, an Oracle aligned
she cannot do the same for spells of higher tiers, and she with Prana may heal another creature with a chosen
may not use this ability with spells that call upon Endo Cure spell, while sacrificing the same amount of her
or Gaia.
own Hit Points. Oracles who align with Endo may
cast a chosen Cause spell while healing themselves
Divine Blessing
for the same amount of damage inflicted.
An Oracle with this ability is capable of making This ability may only be used to sacrifice an
use of a Restore spell, regardless of their alignment amount of Hit Points the caster possesses.
and without using a Spell Slot. This skill is usable
even when the character is normally unable to use
their skills, such as when affected by Idiocy. Divine
Blessing may be used once per purchase.
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Class: Ritualist

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Class needs this Path:

Mage with Arcane or Divine Ritual Magic
GAME PLAY: The Ritualist can focus their
energy to create manifestations of magic, reduce
reliance on magical components, or mitigate
botched and flawed rituals.

The Ritualist has devoted themselves to higher
learning as a mage. They are skilled with and attentive
to lower tiers of magic within their school, but their
focus is on those feats of superior magic that require
rituals and special components to cast. Through their
extensive studies, they may unlock the secrets of the
aether, and harness powers and spells not known to
lesser mages.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Eschew Components†

3

N/A

Reduce the number of components required to cast a
ritual.

Focus Elements†

5

Manifest Elements x1

Produce enhanced components.

Manifest Elements†

4

N/A

Produce components for ritual magic.

Substitute Components†

5

N/A

Substitute one type of component for another.
† The skill may be purchased multiple times.

Eschew Components

Manifest Elements

For each purchase of this ability, the character Once per purchase, the character is able to manifest
may use one less component of their choice to cast elemental energy into physical form, creating a
a ritual spell. The total number of components ritual component of their choice.
required to cast a spell may not be less than one.
This functions similarly to a standard production
ability;
in that it may be used once per purchase
Focus Elements
per day. Manifest Elements may be purchased
For each purchase of this skill, a character may once for each purchase of either Divine or Arcane
produce one ritual component of their choice that Ritual Magic
grants an additional 10% chance for an enchantment
to act as a per-day effect. Focus Elements may be Substitute Components
purchased once per purchase of Manifest Elements. For each purchase of this ability, a character may
This ability functions similarly to standard substitute one component for another while casting
production abilities, in that it may be used once per a ritual spell.
purchase and per day.

Ritualist Rituals

Components

Spell Name

Lvl

School

Circle of Power

1

Either

Imbue with Skill

3

Either

Circle of Power

Fire
1

Water
1

Earth

Air

Duration

Target

Cast Time

1

1

5 Minutes

Ground

5 Minutes

2

1

One Day

Object

5 Minutes

Level 1
Arcane/Divine
One Day
This spell is cast upon a Divine or Arcane circle,
which has been adorned with nine runes. While the
spell is active, non-ritual spells may be cast within
the circle, allowing them to affect all within its area.
“With arcane power, I create a circle of power.”
“I call upon Gaia to create a circle of power.”
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Imbue with Skill

Level 3
Arcane/Divine
One Day
With this spell, the character may enchant an
object so that it imbues the user with a skill. In
order to imbue an object with a skill enchantment,
the caster must have the intended skill.
“I call upon Gaia to imbue this <object> with <skill>.”
“With arcane power, I imbue this <object> with <skill>.”

Class: Royal Guard

SP to unlock skills: 4

This Class needs these Paths:
Fighter • Mage

GAME PLAY: The Royal Guard is a master of
defense in his ability to nullify and redirect
incoming damage, and ability to brace their shield
against a physical attack, nullifying it entirely.

Sworn to the defense of the realm, the Royal Guard
is a bastion, a tireless guardian of the masses,
denying even an inch to the enemy of the people.
They will stand firm against any threat, no matter
how dire; there is no room for doubt or fear in the
heart of the Royal Guard. For this selfless defender,
their shield is all that stands between the people
and utter ruin.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Perfect Guard†◊

4

Shield

Nullify one weapon attack.

Protector’s Call†◊

3

N/A

Take an attack meant for another.

Shield Slam†◊

4

Shield Bash x1

Knocks the target back five paces and stuns them.

Spirit Strike†◊

4

Weapon Skill

Deals 5 points of Magic damage and inflicts Silence.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Perfect Guard

This skill allows a Royal Guard to defend himself
with a shield against any incoming weapon attack
once per purchase.

Protector’s Call

Once per purchase, Protector’s Call allows the
Royal Guard to throw himself in the way of an
attack intended for another person. To do so,
they must make contact with their target and call,
“Protection!” immediately after their target is hit.

Shield Slam

With this skill, a Royal Guard is able to strike their
target with their shield once per purchase and call,
“Shield Slam!” In doing so, they knock their target
back five paces and stun them for five seconds.
Shield Slam may be purchased once for each
purchase of Shield Bash.

Spirit Strike

Using Spirit Strike once per purchase, a Royal
Guard may strike their target and call, “Spirit Strike!”
With it, they inflict five points of Magic damage
and silence their target.
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Class: Rune Knight

Rune Knights are warriors who have mastered
the use of arcane power to augment their skills in
This Class needs these Paths:
combat. Whether standing fast as a stoic bulwark
Fighter • Mage with Arcane Ritual Magic
against an onslaught or cleaving a blazing
swath through throngs of foes, the Rune Knight
GAME PLAY: A Rune Knight is adept at deflecting
commands the attention of whatever battlefield
blows and redirecting magical energy, using it to
their own benefit or their allies’. They need a free
they stand on, as they alternately cut down enemies
hand to cast Arcane spells, so cannot use shields.
and burst with arcane powers.
SP to unlock skills: 4

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Arcane Bulwark†

5

Extra Armor x1

Grants five points of armor.

Baneblade†◊

4

Weapon Skill

Absorb a spell and channel it into a blow.

Elemental Barrier†◊

6

Level 5 Arcane Spell Slot x1

Grants four resistances to a specified element.

Greater Mystic Blade

5

Mystic Blade

Shortens the focus duration of Mystic Blade.

Mystic Blade

3

Weapon Skill

Modifies a weapon’s damage type.

Arcane Bulwark

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Arcane Bulwark may be purchased up to six times,
Each purchase of Arcane Bulwark grants the Rune each purchase requiring one purchase of Extra
Knight five points of armor. Dispel Magic removes Armor.
the effects of this ability, and armor granted by this
skill can be replenished through one minute of Baneblade
meditation.
With this ability, once per purchase a Rune Knight
is able to ignore the effects of an arcane spell cast
on them, and channel it into a weapon strike, as if
through the Channel Magic skill.

Elemental Barrier

Once per purchase, a Rune Knight is able to
protect themselves from four attacks from a
chosen element. A Rune Knight can only have one
Elemental Barrier active at a given time, and must
recast the spell to select a new element. In order to
use this ability, the Rune Knight must focus for 10
seconds. Elemental Barrier may be purchased once
for each level 5 Arcane slot the character possesses.

Greater Mystic Blade

With this skill, the Rune Knight may change their
Mystic Blade’s aura with 10 seconds of meditation,
rather than spending a full minute meditating.

Mystic Blade

With Mystic Blade, the Rune Knight is able to imbue
their weapon with elemental energy. The aura that
a Mystic Blade creates can be changed or dispelled
through one minute of meditation, and is only
effective while the Rune Knight wields the weapon.
* Due to the Rune Knight’s greater focus on martial
training and Arcane studies, their abilities with Divine
magic are limited, preventing them from casting Divine
spells above Level Three.
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Class: Shura

Seeing combat as the one truly pure experience,
the Shura rushes headlong into the fray with little
This Class needs these Paths:
regard for consequence or their own safety, reveling
Monk • Barbarian
in the thrill of unrestrained ability and unleashing
flurries of blows. Using wild animals as their
GAME PLAY: A Shura may assume a stance
inspiration, they release primal rage on their foes,
that allows for specifically modified calls. The
Shura must assume and maintain this stance or
attempting to overwhelm them with the fury of a
something similar for the duration of these effects.
rampaging beast.
SP to unlock skills: 3

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Furious Tiger†◊

4

Iron Fist x2

Add two additional points of damage to five unarmed strikes.

Graceful Crane†◊

6

Dexterity x2

Parry up to five weapon attacks.

Lashing Viper†◊

5

Shout of Spirit x2

Add the Piercing modifier to five unarmed blows.

Savage Ape†◊

5

Crushing Blow x2

Add the Crushing modifier to five unarmed attacks.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Furious Tiger

Once per purchase upon assuming this stance, the
Shura may deal an additional two points of damage
with their fists for the next five attacks. Furious Tiger
may be purchased once for every two purchases of
Iron Fist.

Graceful Crane

Once per purchase upon assuming this stance,
the Shura may parry the next five physical attacks.
Graceful Crane may be purchased once for every
two purchases of Dexterity.

Lashing Viper

Once per purchase upon assuming this stance,
they are able to add the Piercing damage modifier
to the next five unarmed attacks. Lashing Viper
may be purchased once for every two purchases of
Shout of Spirit.

Savage Ape

Once per purchase upon assuming this stance, the
Shura may add the Crushing damage modifier to
five unarmed blows. Savage Ape may be purchased
once for every two purchases of Crushing Blow.
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Class: Titan

With skin like stone, and armed with the fury of
the earth, the Titan is a commanding and fearsome
visage. Slings and arrows mean little to this
massive champion of the crag; forests shudder and
mountains rumble with every step or swing of his
mighty weapon. Many a foe falters before their
colossal countenance as they advance down the
field of battle.

SP to unlock skills: 5

This Class needs these Paths:
Fighter • Barbarian

GAME PLAY: Titans are as immovable as their
stone-based skills suggest. They can brush off
attacks that would deal minor damage, and knock
prone the foolish who would charge at them.
SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Carbon Filter†◊

3

N/A

Resist poison attacks.

Mountain Breaker†◊

4

Strength x2

Knock a target prone.

Obsidian Prison†◊

5

N/A

Renders the Titan invulnerable to attacks.

Roar of the Earth†◊

4

Strength x1

Knocks others back five paces.

Stone Flesh†

5

Character level x5

Negate incoming physical damage.

Might of Amaran

2

Strength x1

Wield a Two-Handed weapon in one hand.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Carbon Filter

Stone Flesh

For each purchase of this skill, the Titan may
call out, “Voice-Radius: Knock-Back,” shaking the
ground around them and forcing others within
earshot back by five paces. Roar of the Earth may
be purchased so long as the Titan has purchased
Strength at least twice.

Might of Amaran

Once per purchase, this ability allows the Titan to With each purchase of this skill per every five
resist the effects of poison.
character levels, the Titan’s flesh thickens and
hardens as a response to harsh impacts; causing
Mountain Breaker
them to become immune to all but one point
For each purchase of this skill, the Titan may add of damage dealt by certain degrees of physical
“Knock-down” to the beginning of their damage attacks. Damage that does not meet the protection
call, thus allowing them to knock their target to the that Stone Flesh grants is dealt in full, and Piercing
ground with a melee attack. Mountain Breaker may damage ignores the benefits of this ability,
be purchased so long as the Titan has purchased affecting the Titan normally. Stone Flesh grants
no protection against poisons or spells and their
Strength at least twice.
effects.
Obsidian Prison
The effects of Stone Flesh are permanent, and
Once per purchase, using this skill, the Titan may be purchased three times: once at level 10,
encases their body in volcanic glass; becoming again at level 15, and again at level 20.
immune to all incoming attacks, poisons, and The first purchase of this ability grants protection
spells. While under the effects of Obsidian Prison, against blows dealing 10 points or more in damage.
the Titan is unable to move, speak, or use other The second reduces the minimum threshold to
skills. Obsidian Prison lasts for five minutes, and is seven points of damage or more, and the third
activated by the incantation, “By the earth, I form an lowers the threshold once more to four points
Obsidian Prison!”
of damage or more. Damage values below these
thresholds are dealt in full.
Roar of the Earth
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With Might of Amaran, the Titan may wield a
Two-Handed weapon in one hand and use it to
deal full damage while doing so. This ability does
not affect the use of polearms in such a manner,
however.

Class: Warden

SP to unlock skills: 3

This Class needs these Paths:

Ranger • Rogue
GAME PLAY: Wardens are skilled primarily
in the use of archery weapons, and are able
to employ them to cripple their target, or as a
delivery method of particularly potent alchemical
tricks.

As skilled with a bow as with concocting
alchemical substances, the Warden is both a
craftsman, and an archer. By combining extensive
knowledge of archery and its weapons, as well as
an understanding of alchemy, they can produce
unique ammunition that carries a dose of select
concoctions upon impact with their mark. For this,
many are wary of their cunning ways.

SKILL NAME

SP

PREREQUISITE

DESCRIPTION

Alchemical Arrows†

5

Fletcher x4

Create ammunition containing alchemical substances.

Blinding Shot†◊

3

Archery

Add the Blinding modifier to one shot.

Silencing Shot†◊

3

Archery

Add the Silencing modifier to one shot.

Stupefy†◊

5

Archery

Add the Idiocy effect to one shot.

† The skill may be purchased multiple times. ◊ The skill is usable once per purchase.

Alchemical Arrows

With this skill, the Warden may create ammunition
that contains alchemical substances. Each purchase
of this skill opens a new production tier. The
prerequisite must only be met for the first purchase
of this skill.
ITEM LEVEL

FLETCHER LVL

Sleep Arrow (10)

3

Strength Drain Arrow (10)

3

Acid Arrow (10)

4

Paralysis Arrow (10)

4

Cause Death Arrow (10)

5

Blinding Shot

Once per purchase, with this ability, the Warden
may add “Blinding” to the beginning of their damage
call and afflict their target with the Blind effect.

Silencing Shot

Once per purchase, with this ability, the Warden
may add “Silencing” to the beginning of their damage
call and afflict their target with the Silenced effect.

Stupefy

Once per purchase, the Warden may add “Idiocy”
to the beginning of their damage call, inflicting the
Idiocy effect upon their target.
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Magic and Production

How Spells Work

When a spell packet strikes a target’s shield,
weapon, body, or prosthetic appendage, they are
affected by the spell. If a player’s loose clothing
is struck with a spell packet, they take no effect.
Spells can be parried by weapons if obvious effort
is made to do so.
The damage of a spell ignores a character’s
physical, Arcane Bulwark, and Dexterity-based
Armor Points, and still affects the target if cast
upon a shield, affecting their Hit Points directly.
If the caster receives any damage to their Hit
Points while they are in the process of casting a
spell, the spell will be interrupted and must be
restarted. A spell that has been interrupted does
not consume a Spell Slot.
A Mage must have a spell book in their possession
in order to cast a spell.

How Rituals Work

A Mage’s Ritual Magic level is considered equal
to the number of times that they purchased the
Ritual Magic skill. When a Mage casts a Ritual
Magic spell without the use of a scroll, their
total available amount of Ritual Magic levels is
reduced by that amount.
Spells that take five minutes to cast, must
be performed within a Magic Circle of their
respective school of magic. All spells that must
be cast within a Circle require the presence of a
Ritual Magic GM.
Example: Jin has seven levels of Ritual Magic and
casts a third-level Ritual Magic spell. Until the next
Renewing Wind, she may only cast up to four levels of
Ritual Magic spells.

Spells

Spell Slots

Indefinite

Schools of Magic

A Spell Slot allows the character to cast one spell
of the school and level it is purchased for. Spell
Slots, like combat related skills, are replenished by
Timed
the Renewing Winds.
These spells last for a specific period—typically For more on Spell Slots, see page 26
five minutes, or one or two days.

Spell Durations

These spells last until the character resurrects, the Arcane spells are those that harness the natural
elements of Fire, Earth, Water, and Air, and are
spell is dispelled, or the spell’s effect is used.
generally used to create magical barriers or to cause
damage. Alternatively, Divine spells call upon the
Instant
A spell with an instant duration has no lasting gods, Prana, Gaia, and Endo to heal, protect, and
effect. Instead, its effect is immediate, and then harm respectively.
dissipates.
Arcane spell incantations begin with the phrase,
“With
arcane power, I …” while those for Divine spells
Concentration
begin
with, “I call upon <god> to …”
A spell with this duration lasts so long as the caster
maintains their concentration by performing a
specific action.
SPELL NAME

SPELL LVL

DIVINE

ARCANE

DURATION

Cause Minor Wounds

1

X

Instant

Cure Minor Wounds

1

X

Instant

Divine Armor

1

X

Indefinite

Elemental Missile

1

Light

1

X

Shield

1

X

Slow

1

X

Arcane Strike

2

Bless Weapon

2

X

Indefinite

Calm

2

X

Instant

Cause Light Wounds

2

X

Instant

Charm

2

X

Cure Light Wounds

2

X

Detect Magic

2

X

Instant

Elemental Bolt

2

X

Instant

Entangle

2

X

X

5 Minutes

Release

2

X

X

Instant

Cause Fear

3

X

X

5 Minutes

Cause Wounds

3

X

Instant

Cleanse

3

X

Instant

Cure Wounds

3

X

Instant

Disarm

3

X

X

Instant

X

1 Day
Indefinite

X

5 Seconds

X

Indefinite

X

5 Minutes
Instant

X

Instant

SPELL NAME

SPELL LVL

DIVINE

ARCANE

DURATION

Elemental Weapon

3

X

Indefinite

Hold

3

X

X

5 Minutes

Remove Fear

3

X

Repel

3

Resist Element

3

Silence

3

Sleep

3

X

Spiritual Weapon

3

X

Telekinesis

3

X

Instant

Elemental Blast

4

X

Instant

Web

4

X

X

5 Minutes

Idiocy

4

X

Magic Lock

4

Preserve

4

X

5 Minutes

Restore

4

X

Instant

Shatter

4

Banish

5

Dispel Magic

Instant
X

X

Concentration
Indefinite

X

1 Minute

X

5 Minutes
Indefinite

Indefinite
X

2 Days

X

Instant

X

X

Instant

5

X

X

Instant

Insanity

5

X

Magic Prison

5

X

5 Minutes

Magic Trap

5

X

2 Days

Petrify

5

X

Indefinite

Protection from Magic

5

X

Indefinite

Protection from Poison

5

X

Indefinite

Suffocate

5

X

Wall of Force

5

Cause Serious Wounds

6

X

Instant

Cure Serious Wounds

6

X

Instant

Elemental Storm

6

X

Instant

Force Wave

6

X

Concentration

Paralyze

6

X

X

5 Minutes

Cause Death

7

X

Instant

Create Undead

7

X

1 Hour

Destroy

7

5 Minutes

X

Instant

X

2 Days

X

Instant

SPELL NAME

SPELL LVL

DIVINE

Destroy Undead

7

X

Divest

7

X

X

Instant

Enervate

7

X

X

Instant

Invest

7

X

X

Indefinite

Reflect Magic

7

X

Indefinite

Revive

7

X

Instant

Spell Descriptions

ARCANE

Calm				

DURATION
Instant

Cause Minor Wounds

Level 2		
Level 1		
Divine			
Divine			
Level 2		
Instant
Instant
Arcane		
Causes a gentle breeze to blow A shadowy sphere that deals one
Indefinite
over the target, soothing them point of damage.
Imbues a weapon with magical and removing the effects of “I call upon Endo to cause minor
energy, allowing a character Insanity.
wounds!”
to deal one additional point of “I call upon Gaia to calm you.”
Cause Serious Wounds
damage with their next three
Cause Death		
strikes.
Level 6		
Divine			
The effects of Arcane Strike Level 7		
Instant
do not stack with those of Bless Divine			
Instant
Weapon.
A shadowy sphere that deals 10
“With arcane power, I grant you an A shadowy sphere that instantly points of damage.
Arcane Strike!”
kills the target on contact.
“I call upon Endo to cause serious
“I call upon Endo to cause your wounds!”
Banish			
death!”
Cause Wounds		
Level 5		
Cause Fear			
Arcane/Divine
Level 3		
Instant
Level 3		
Divine			
Instant
Forces an elemental or similar Arcane/Divine
creature to immediately return 5 Minutes
A shadowy sphere that deals five
to their natural plane.
Overwhelms the target with points of damage.
“With arcane power, I banish you!” a sense of sheer terror and “I call upon Endo to cause wounds!”
“I call upon Gaia to banish you!”
impending doom, forcing them
to flee from or cower before the Charm			
Bless Weapon		
caster.
Level 2		
Level 2		
Arcane/Divine
Divine			
5 Minutes
“With arcane power, I cause fear!”
Indefinite
“I call upon Endo to cause you fear!” Causes the target to view the
Enchants a weapon, allowing the
caster as a good friend, by creating
character to deal an additional Cause Light Wounds
false memories.
point of damage on their next Level 2		
“With arcane power, I charm you!”
three strikes.
Divine			
“I call upon Gaia to charm you!”
The effects of Bless Weapon do Instant
not stack with those of Arcane Forms a ball of dark energies Cleanse		
Strike.
that inflict wounds on contact, Level 3
“I call upon Gaia to bless this ultimately dealing two points of Divine			
weapon.”
Instant
damage.
“I call upon Endo to cause light Removes poisons from food/
wounds!”
drink.
“I call upon Gaia to cleanse
this (food/beverage)!”

Arcane Strike		
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Create Undead		

Level 7		
Divine			
1 Hour
Cast on a dead body—the
creature rises, their Hit Points
are replenished, and their skills
are reset. The new creature lacks
a will and follows the caster’s
commands. Once the spell ends
or the creature is reduced to 0
HP, they may resume their death
count, if it applies.
“I call upon Endo to create undead!”

Cure Light Wounds

Level 2		
Divine			
Instant
Closes open wounds and resets
bones, healing for two HP.
“I call upon Prana to cure light
wounds!”

Cure Minor Wounds

Level 1		
Divine			
Instant
Closes open wounds and resets
bones, healing for one HP.
“I call upon Prana to cure minor
wounds!”

Cure Serious Wounds

Level 6		
Divine			
Instant
Closes open wounds and resets
bones, healing for 10 HP.
“I call upon Prana to cure serious
wounds!”

Destroy			

Level 7		
Arcane		
Instant
Magically causes an item no
larger than a door to crumble to
dust, destroying it.
“With arcane power, I destroy this
<object>!”

Destroy Undead		

Divest			

Level 7		
Arcane/Divine
Instant
Revokes the target’s attunement
to a Wall of Force, Magic trap, or
Magic Lock.
“With arcane power, I divest you
from this <magical effect>.”
“I call upon Gaia to divest you from
this <Magical effect>.”

Level 7		
Divine Armor		
Divine			
Instant
Level 1		
Instantly reduces an undead Divine			
Indefinite
creature to 0 HP.
“I call upon Prana to destroy Protects the target by negating
undead!”
the next incoming physical
attack.
Detect Magic		
“I call upon Gaia to grant you divine
Level 2		
armor!”
Arcane		
Elemental Blast		
Instant
Reveals the magical auras Level 4		
emanating from an object, but Arcane		
does not provide an indication of Instant
their origins or functions.
Forms an orb of elemental
“With arcane power, I detect magic.” energy, which deals five points of
damage in the form of the chosen
Disarm			
element. Elements include fire,
ice, lightning, magic, and stone.
Level 3		
Arcane/Divine
“With arcane power, I call forth a(n)
Instant
<element> Blast!”
Forces the target to drop the Elemental Bolt		
weapon(s) they are wielding.
Level 2		
“With arcane power, I disarm you!” Arcane		
“I call upon Gaia to disarm you!”
Instant

Dispel Magic		

Forms an orb of elemental
energy,
which deals two points of
Level 5		
damage
in the form of the chosen
Arcane/Divine
element.
Elements include fire,
Instant
ice, lightning, magic, and stone.
Cure Wounds		
Removes all lesser (non-Ritual) “With arcane power, I call forth a(n)
Level 3		
magical effects from the target. <element> Bolt!”
Divine			
This spell can also dispel Magical
Instant
Tattoos, but must be cast directly
Closes open wounds and resets on the tattoo being dispelled;
bones, healing for five HP.
otherwise,
it
dispels
non“I call upon Prana to cure wounds!” permanent magical effects as per
normal. This spell does not affect
Magic Lock, Magic Trap, and
Wall of Force.
“With arcane power, I dispel magic!”
“I call upon Gaia to dispel magic!”
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Elemental Missile		

Level 1		
Arcane		
Instant
Forms an orb of elemental
energy, which deals one point of
damage in the form of the chosen
element. Elements include fire,
ice, lightning, magic, and stone.
“With arcane power, I call forth a(n)
<element> Missile!”

Elemental Storm		

Level 6		
Arcane		
Instant
Forms an orb of elemental
energy, which deals 10 points of
damage in the form of the chosen
element. Elements include fire,
ice, lightning, magic, and stone.
“With arcane power, I call forth a(n)
<element> Storm!”

Elemental Weapon

Level 3		
Arcane		
Indefinite
Imbue a weapon with the aura of
an element, allowing it to cause
that element’s damage type for
the next three strikes. The target’s
strike call consists of “<Element>
Strike <Damage amount>.”
“With arcane power, I imbue this
weapon with an <element> aura!”

Enervate			

Level 7		
Arcane/Divine
Instant
Paralyzes the chosen limb,
causing it to become useless until
it is restored with a Regeneration
ritual.
“With arcane power, I enervate your
<limb>!”
“I call upon Endo to enervate your
<limb>!”

Entangle			

Level 2		
Arcane/Divine
5 Minutes
Tendrils spring from the ground
and wrap around the target’s feet,
rooting them in place.
“With arcane power, I entangle
you!”
“I call upon Gaia to entangle you!”

Invest			

Level 7		
Arcane/Divine
Indefinite
Grants the target the ability to
open and close, or enter and exit
at will from a Wall of Force or
Magic Lock. Invest also can be
used to attune the target to an
Arcane or Divine circle.
Invest can only be cast by
Force Wave		
someone who is already invested
Level 6		
in the intended effect.
Arcane		
“With arcane power, I invest you
Concentration
into this <magical effect>.”
A magical force pushes all “I call upon Gaia to invest you into
creatures that the caster points this <magical effect>.”
his palm to, back by five paces.
This spell’s effects last so long as Light				
the caster continues to aim his Level 1		
palm at his targets.
Arcane/Divine
This spell does not require the One Day
use of a spell packet in order to Summons a magical light that
be cast.
lasts for one day.
“With arcane power, I call forth a “With arcane power, I grant you a
force wave!”
light.”
“I call upon Gaia to grant you a
Hold				
light.”
Level 3		
Arcane/Divine
Magic Lock			
5 Minutes
Level 4		
Binds the target’s arms to their Arcane		
body with a magical force.
Instant
“With arcane power, I hold you!”
Creates a magical lock on a
“I call upon Gaia to hold you!”
container or door. Only the caster
and those they are in physical
Idiocy			
contact with while casting the
Level 4		
spell may open the targeted
Divine			
objected after the spell is cast.
Indefinite
An “L” must be marked on the
Removes the target’s ability to container or door this spell is cast
use In Game skills.
upon.
“I call upon Endo to cause you “With arcane power, I magically
idiocy!”
lock this <container/door>.”

Insanity			

Level 5		
Divine			
5 Minutes
Causes the target to believe that
all other creatures they see are
trying to kill them. They become
hostile, and will attempt to kill at
any cost.
“I call upon Endo to cause you
insanity!”
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Magic Prison		

Level 5		
Arcane		
5 Minutes
The target becomes surrounded
by an impenetrable magical field
and is unable to move. The caster
may dispel this spell at will, and
is the only creature capable of
causing harm to the target of
this spell. Cloaks and other loose
clothing cannot be used to form
rigid barriers by way of this spell.
“With arcane power, I magically
imprison you!”

Magic Trap			

Petrify			

Level 5		
Arcane		
Indefinite
Turns the target to stone. Should
the resulting statue be struck with
a Destroy spell or is otherwise
affected by any means which
could normally damage or break
stone, it will crumble and the
target will be considered to be
Dead; thus beginning their death
count.
Players affected by Petrify may
elect to die and resurrect after
one hour, should their character
otherwise
remain
petrified
indefinitely.
“With arcane power, I petrify you!”

Level 5		
Arcane		
Two Days
Traps a container or door, Preserve			
causing anyone but the caster Level 4		
to activate the trap when the Divine			
container or door is opened. The 5 Minutes
caster decides what type of trap it Target dead creature’s death
will be upon casting. A “T” must count is stopped and will restart
be marked on the object that at the end of the spell’s duration.
this spell is cast upon. The trap is “I call upon Prana to preserve you!”
effective for one use.
“With arcane power, I magically Protection from Magic
trap this <object>.”
Level 5		
Divine			
Indefinite
Magic Trap Effects
Target becomes immune to the
DAMAGE
VALUE
next spell cast upon them. When
struck with a spell, the target takes
Fire
10
no effect.
Ice
10
“I call upon Gaia to protect you from
Lightning
10
magic!”

Protection from Poison

Reflect Magic		

Level 7
Divine			
Indefinite
Returns the next magical attack
to the attacker as if the target cast
it. When struck with a spell, the
target of this spell calls, “Reflect!”
“I call upon Gaia to reflect magic.”

Release			

Level 2		
Arcane/Divine
Instant
Negates Entangle, Hold, Slow
and Web.
“With arcane power, I release you!”
“I call upon Gaia to release you!”

Remove Fear		

Level 3		
Divine			
Instant
Negates Fear.
“I call upon Prana to remove your
fear.”

Repel

Level 3		
Arcane		
Concentration
A magical force pushes the target
five paces away from caster. The
caster must keep one palm facing
the target in order to maintain
this spell.
“With arcane power, I repel you!”

Resist Element		

Level 3
Divine			
Sleep
N/A
Level 5		
Indefinite
Divine			
Stone
10
Grants the target immunity to the
Indefinite
next attack—spell or otherwise—
Target becomes immune to the of a specified element.
Paralyze			
next poison attack against them. “I call upon Gaia to grant you
Level 6		
When threatened by ingested,
resistance to <element>!”
Arcane/Divine
contact, or poison gasses, the
5 Minutes
target takes no effect.
Renders the target immobile “I call upon Gaia to protect you from
poison!”
and unable to speak.
“With arcane power, I paralyze
you!”
“I call upon Endo to paralyze you!”
Paralyze
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N/A

Restore			

Level 4		
Divine			
Instant
Removes the effects of Idiocy,
Insanity, Strength Drain, Charm,
Intoxication, Nerve gas, Paralyze,
Sleep, and Silence. Restore also
removes the effects of Mindwipe
if the spell is cast within five
minutes of the target being
poisoned.
“I call upon Prana to restore you!”

Sleep				 Telekinesis			
Level 3		
Arcane/Divine
5 Minutes
Causes the target to fall into a
deep sleep.
“With arcane power, I cause you to
sleep!”
“I call upon Gaia to cause you to
sleep!”

Slow				

Level 3		
Arcane		
Instant
Allows the caster to manipulate
a door, container, or trap within
their line of sight. Items cannot be
manipulated through physical or
magical barriers, and the effects
of Magic Lock still apply.
Example:
Roche
attempts
to
telekinetically activate a trap. To
do so, she recites the incantation,
goes Out of Game, and activates the
trap before returning to her position
and resuming In Game status.

Level 1		
Arcane/Divine
Revive			
5 Seconds
Level 7		
Removes the target’s ability to
Divine			
run.
“With arcane power, I (open/disarm)
Instant
“With arcane power, I slow you!”
this <object>.”
Brings a dead character back to “I call upon Gaia to slow you!”
life at 1 HP.
“I call upon Prana to revive you!”
Wall of Force

Shatter			

Level 4		
Arcane		
Instant
Destroys an object. The target
can be up to the size of a shield
or polearm. Shatter only affects
armor that grants 10 Armor
Points or less.
“With arcane power, I shatter this
<object>!”

Shield			

Level 1		
Divine			
Indefinite
Grants five Armor Points that do
not count toward a character’s
physical armor limit, and are
not able to be replenished by
readjusting one’s armor. Armor
Points granted by a Shield spell
are used before a character’s
physical and Dexterity-based
Armor Points.
“I call upon Gaia to grant you a
shield!”

Silence			

Level 3		
Arcane		
1 Minute
Removes the target’s ability to
speak.
“With arcane power, I silence you!”

Spiritual Weapon
Level 3
Divine
Indefiniate

Imbue a weapon with a Holy or
Unholy aura, allowing it to deal
that aura’s damage type for the
next three strikes. The target’s
strike call consists of “<Aura>
Strike <Damage amount>.”
“I call upon Prana to imbue this
weapon with a Holy aura.”
“I call upon Endo to imbue this
weapon with an Unholy aura.”

Suffocate			

Level 5		
Arcane/Divine
Instant
Saps the air from the target’s
lungs and prevents them from
breathing, reducing them to 0
HP.
“With arcane power, I suffocate
you!”
“I call upon Endo to suffocate you!”

Level 5		
Arcane		
Two Days
The caster must walk the
perimeter of a room or building
they wish to cast this spell upon,
at arm’s length before reciting
the incantation. All within the
area this spell is cast upon are
invested into the Wall of Force
and may enter and exit freely.
Additionally, they may let others
in and out of the area at will.
Spells, weapons, poisons, and
creatures cannot penetrate a Wall
of Force.
A “W” must be marked on all
entrances to the area the spell was
cast upon. Wall of Force is not
affected by a Dispel Magic spell.
“With arcane power, I create a wall
of force!”

Web				

Level 4		
Arcane/Divine
5 Minutes
Binds the target’s arms and legs
with a sticky web.
“With arcane power, I web you!”
“I call upon Gaia to web you!”
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School

Components

SPELL NAME

SPELL
LVL

DIVINE

ARCANE

Create Circle

1

X

X

o

o

Create Ritual
Scroll

1^

X

X

o+

o+

Identify

1

X

1

Imbue with
Spell

1

X

X

o

Contingency

2

X

1

1

Healing Pool

2

X

1

1

Imbue Weapon

2

*

1*

Regeneration

2

X

Enchant

3

X

X

1o

Mark

3

X

X

1

Unmark

3

X

X

Dispel Ritual
Magic

4

X

X

Lore

4

X

Permanency

4

X

Planar Door

4

Fortify

5

Fuse to Spirit
Refresh Spirit

X

FIRE WATER EARTH

*

+

AIR DURATION

TARGET

CAST
TIME

1 Day

Ground

Instant

Indefinite

Object

5 Minutes

Instant

Object

Instant

1 Day

Creature

Instant

1 Day

Creature

Instant

1

5 Minutes

Ground

Instant

*

1 Day

Object

5 Minutes

1

Instant

Creature

Instant

1~

1 Day

Object

5 Minutes

1

Indefinite

Creature
or Object

5 Minutes

Instant

Creature
or Object

5 Minutes

+

o

1
1o

1
2

1~

1
2

1

Instant

Creature
or Object

5 Minutes

2

1

2

5 Minutes

Self

5 Minutes

X

1

1

3

2

Indefinite

Object,
5 Minutes
Creature,
or Ground

X

2*

*

1*

1*

1 Day

Ground

5 Minutes

X

X

1

2

3

2

1 Day

Object

5 Minutes

5

X

X

2

2

3

3

Indefinite

5

X

3

3

4

Instant

Creature 5 Minutes
and Object
Creature

5 Minutes

o +1 Component for the school of the spell being cast (Arcane = Fire, Divine = Water). * +1 Component associated with the
intended plane or element. ~ +1 Components per additional effect. + Requires additional components equal to those required
for the scroll’s spell. ^ Also requires the caster to spend the levels needed to cast the scroll’s spell.

Ritual Magic
Casting Needs
•
•
•
•
•

backfire; while any other Ritual Magic spell that is
interrupted will simply fail.

Cast Times/Durations

Circle representation or existing Ritual Magic Each spell takes time to cast. These durations
range from instant casting to five-minute rituals.
circle of the respective school.
Components required for the spell.
Indefinite
The scroll (if the spell is to be cast from one).
The spell lasts until the target is destroyed or is
The target (if applicable).
permanently
killed, the spell’s effect is used, or the
Ritual Magic GM (for five-minute rituals).
spell is dispelled.

Components

Instant

Backfires & Flaws

Targets

Each Ritual Magic spell requires and consumes a The effect of the spell occurs immediately and
specific amount of spell components. Components does not last.
are physical manifestations of the four elements—
Timed
Earth, Fire, Air, and Water.
The spell can last for five minutes or one day.
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It is possible for a Ritual Magic spell to be Creature
flawed, or for it to backfire on the caster The spell may be cast on any being, including the
and targets. An interrupted ritual will caster.

Ground

The spell is cast upon the ground, or upon a Divine
or Arcane circle.

Object

The spell can be cast on an item.

Self

The spell may only be cast upon the caster.

Ritual Descriptions
Contingency			

Level 2
Divine			
One Day
Casts a lesser spell on the target
that will activate with a specific
trigger scenario. There may be
only one Contingency spell cast
upon a creature at one time.
Spells that can be used with
Contingency
include
Cure
Minor Wounds, Cure Light
Wounds, Cure Wounds, Cure
Serious Wounds, Revive, Divine
Armor, Protection from Magic,
Protection from Poison, and
Restore.
Triggers: Injury, poisoning,
death, or a magical effect.
“I call upon Prana to grant you a
<spell name> contingent upon your
<trigger>.”

Create Circle			

Level 1
Divine/Arcane
One Day
This spell allows the caster to
create a magical Circle in which
to perform Ritual Magic. Divine
Circles are also used to resurrect
the dead. Any mage may attune
to these circles with one minute
of role-play.
Arcane and Divine circles may
be up to 25 feet in circumference,
and can be represented by a
multitude of items—candles,
rope, a drawing in a patch of
sand, rocks, etc.
If a ritual is underway while
a circle is set to dissipate, the
circle will last until the ritual is
completed. A circle does not act
as a magical barrier.
“With arcane power, I create an
Arcane Circle!”
“I call upon Gaia to create a Divine
Circle!”

Scrolls

Ritual Magic scrolls function similarly to lesser
scrolls—when a character casts a spell from them,
Ritual Magic levels are not consumed, and spell
components are not required. Any character that
is capable of casting Ritual Magic spells is able
to identify and use Ritual Magic scrolls of their
respective school of magic.

Create Ritual Scroll

Level 1
Divine/Arcane
Indefinite
Creates a scroll for a Ritual
Magic spell. The scroll provides
the levels and components
required to cast the spell.
“With arcane power, I create a
<spell name> scroll!”
“I call upon <god> to create a <spell
name> scroll!”

to an object at any time, including
those granted by the Fortify
and Fuse to Spirit spells. The
caster must select their intended
effects upon initiating the ritual.
“With arcane power, I enchant this
<object> with <spell name>!”
“I call upon Gaia to enchant this
<object> with <spell name >!”

Fortify				

Level 5
Divine/Arcane
Dispel Ritual Magic
One Day
Level 4
Renders
the
target
Divine/Arcane
indestructible.
Instant
“With arcane power, I fortify this
This spell removes the effects of <object>!”
various lesser and Ritual spells. “I call upon Gaia to fortify this
<object >!”
Dispel Ritual Magic affects the
following: Magic Locks, Magic
Traps, Walls of Force, Healing Fuse to Spirit
Pools,
Contingency,
Imbue
Level 5
Weapon, Imbue with Skill,
Divine/Arcane
Enchant, Mark, Permanency,
Indefinite
Planar Door, Fortify, and Fuse
The
targets
cannot
be
to Spirit.
“With arcane power, I dispel Ritual separated, and in the case of
resurrection, the object will
Magic!”
“I call upon Endo to dispel Ritual appear on the creature’s person
when they return to life. When
Magic!”
the creature permanently dies,
the object will fuse to the next
Enchant				 living creature to make contact
with it.
Level 3
Divine/Arcane
The caster must have continual
One Day
contact with the target object
Imbues an object with a single and creature (if applicable)
use of a lesser spell. There is a through the duration of the
small chance that enchantments ritual.
applied to an object will be Objects affected by Fuse to
usable once per day, rather than Spirit must be marked with a
the standard one-use charge. white or silver cloth, string, or
Additional charges can be ribbon.
applied to an object, by spending “With arcane power, I fuse this
additional components for each <object> to your spirit!”
effect.
“I call upon Prana to
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Up to five effects can be applied fuse this <object> to your
spirit!”

Healing Pool			

Level 2
Divine			
5 Minutes
Creates a magical pool within
a Divine Circle. Anyone within
the circle for the duration of this
spell is healed by five Hit Points
per minute.
“I call upon Prana to create a
healing pool!”

Identify				

Level 1
Arcane		
Instant
Allows the caster to discern the
magical properties of an item.
“With arcane power, I identify this
<object>!”

Imbue Weapon		

Level 2
Arcane		
One Day
Imbues a weapon with a magical
or elemental aura. This adds
one of the damage types, Magic,
Fire, Ice, Stone, Lightning, Holy,
and Unholy to the weapon. The
additional component cost is
considered only when adding
an elemental aura to a weapon.
“With arcane power, I imbue this
weapon with an aura of <effect>!”

Imbue with Spell		

Lore				

Refresh Spirit

Level 5
Level 4
Divine			
Divine			
Instant
5 Minutes
Grants the caster an audience Removes all of the target’s
with the god they call upon skills; allowing previously spent
Skill Points to be spent again.
while casting the spell.
“I call upon <god> to grant me The target must purchase new
lore.”
skills upon completion of the
ritual. Refresh Spirit may only
affect any character once; any
Mark			
additional castings fail.
Level 3
“I call upon Gaia to refresh your
Arcane/Divine
spirit!”
Indefinite
This spell creates a mark of Regeneration
the caster’s choosing—no larger
than the palm of their hand in Level 2
Divine			
size—on the target.
Instant
“With arcane power, I mark you.”
Restores the target’s body to
“I call upon Endo to mark you.”
its original state—restoring lost
limbs and flesh.
Permanency			
“I call upon Prana to regenerate
you!”
Level 4
Arcane/Divine
Unmark		
Indefinite
Causes the temporary effects of Level 3
another spell—lesser or Ritual— Arcane/Divine
to become permanent. All Instant
applicable active effects on the Removes a mark created by the
Mark spell.
target are affected.
Permanency affects the following: “With arcane power, I unmark
Magic Locks, Magic Traps, Walls you.”
of Force, Magic Circles, Healing “I call upon Prana to unmark
Pools, Enchantments, Imbued you.”
weapons, Planar Doors, and
Fortifications.
In the event that the target’s
effects are set to expire while the
Permanency ritual is underway,
they will last until the completion
of the ritual.
“With arcane power, I extend this
<spell name>!”
“I call upon Gaia to extend this <spell
name>!”

Level 1
Arcane/Divine
One Day
This spell allows the caster to
temporarily grant their target
the ability to cast a lesser spell
that the caster knows. The target
does not require the ability to
cast spells in order to use a spell
granted to them in this way. Any
character may only be imbued Planar Door
with a single spell at any time.
Level 4
Imbuing a character with a spell Arcane		
spends the caster’s corresponding 5 Minutes
Spell Slot.
Creates a portal to another plane.
“With arcane power, I imbue you The portal is represented by a
with a <spell name> spell!”
“I call upon Gaia to imbue you circle whose circumference is no
with a <spell name> spell!” larger than 15 feet and is adorned
by at least five runes.
“With arcane power, I build a door
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to the plane of <element>!”

Production

attends. She may not
Production Methods
however, produce thirdAlchemy
Production skills, such as Apothecary, Alchemist, level items, as she lacks
the
training
and
skill
and Smithy, allow a character to produce various
Apothecary
In Game items. Each purchase of a production necessary to do so.
skill represents a character’s ability to produce Spending five silver,
Druggist
items that are more complex, and their ability to Abinet may purchase
Engineering
produce a greater quantity of simpler items.
enough materials to
To produce an item, a character must have the double her potential
Fletcher
minimal amount of production levels associated production output from
Gunsmith
with the intended item. The character may make a single second-level
a total number of items, with a sum production item to a pair of secondNota
level equal to their total number of purchases of level items (or four firstthe associated craft, for each game day. This total
Scribe
level items) per day. She
can be doubled—the character is able to spend
Smithy
25 Copper per day on extra materials to do so. In then visits an artisans’
addition, they may also make use of a workshop guild and makes use
Trapper
to produce an additional amount of items equal to of their workshop and
their basic production potential. Workshops can tools, thus granting
be found in most guildhalls, purchased for estates, herself the ability to craft up to an additional secondor purchased in smaller versions for personal use level item each day.
while traveling.
In total, Abinet is capable of producing first or secondExample: Abinet has purchased the Fletcher skill level items during a two-day event, with a total sum of
twice. She may produce one second-level item or two production levels no greater than 12.
first-level items for each day of an event that she

Alchemy

seconds of role-play—but they are unable to
This production skill allows a character to identify what the poison is.
produce and identify poisons and other alchemical
Contact Poisons
substances. All characters, regardless of skill level,
A gel-like substance that is applied to the surface
are capable of using these items.
of an object may be used to represent a contact
poison. However, a piece of string or thread is
Ingested Poisons
Ingested poisons may be consumed directly, the preferred representation when applying a
forcefully fed to someone, or mixed into food substance of this nature to the handle of a weapon,
and drink. In order to mix a poison into food or shield, or other piece of equipment which may be
drink, the character must role-play pouring it into sensitive to moisture or other factors. The item tag
the substance for three seconds. The item tag for for the poison used should accompany the object
a mixed poison should accompany the poisoned that is poisoned using a contact poison.
substance, but should be hidden to avoid Out of A single dose of a contact poison is able to cover
up to one square foot.
Game reactions.
Only a Kaddri can detect a poison that has been Most contact poisons take effect when skin
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mixed into food or drink—which takes three contact is made. However, some, such as

Alchemical Adhesive and Grease, take effect when
contact is made with another surface, object, or
creature; while Alchemical Solvent negates their
effects.

Gas Poisons

Gas poisons are small doses of fluids contained
within a small, glass container (represented by a
green spell packet). These items may be thrown
at a target, in order to provide the user with a safe
distance from their activation.

Weapon Poisons

regardless of its success—uses the poison. Parrying
with a poisoned weapon does not exhaust the poison
on the weapon, however. Weapon Poisons cannot
be applied to ammunition. In order to affect the
target with the poison’s affect, a poisoned weapon
must inflict damage to the target’s Hit Points.
The poison name must be applied to the damage
call. Therefore, a Piercing Strike with a Silver
dagger coated in a Cause Death poison would use
the call, “Piercing Silver Death Strike One!”
A strip of green cloth tied to the weapon represents
weapon poisons.

Weapon poisons may be applied to a weapon by
means of 10 seconds of role-play. The next attack—
Necessary Production Levels
SUBSTANCE NAME

INGEST

CONTACT

GAS

Cause Lt. Wounds

1

2

Cure Lt. Wounds*

1

2

Ale*

1

Stun

WEAPON

EFFECT

DUR.

1

Deals two points of damage.

Instant

1

Heals two Hit Points.

Instant

Causes Intoxication.

1 Hour

1

Stuns target.

5 Seconds

Cause Wounds

2

3

2

Deals five points of damage.

Instant

Charm

2

3

2

Charms target.

5 Minutes

Hallucinogen

2

3

2

Target experiences delusions.

5 Minutes

Nullify Poison*

2

Removes poison from foodstuffs.

Instant

Strength Drain

2

Target inflicts one less point of damage with melee
weapons.

Indefinite

3

2

3

Alchml. Adhesive*

3

Adheres items or creatures to surface.

5 Minutes

Alchml. Solvent*

3

Negates Alchemical Adhesive and Grease.

Instant

Grease*

3

Renders surface too slippery to grasp or walk on.

5 Minutes

3

As the spell, Idiocy

Indefinite

3

Silences target.

1 Minute

Causes Intoxication.

1 Hour

Causes 5 points of Fire damage. Blocked by
shields and must bypass physical armor.

Instant

As the spell, Protection from Poison

Indefinite

Target falls asleep.

5 Minutes

Causes Intoxication.

1 Hour

Acts as a Shatter spell. Affects items struck.

Instant

Deals 10 points of damage.

Instant

Idiocy

3

Silence

3

Vodka*

3

4

Liquid Fire*

4

Neutralizer*

4

Sleep

4

Whiskey*

4

Acid*

5

4

5

4

5
5

Cause Srs. Wounds

5

6

5

Insanity

5

6

5

7

As the spell, Insanity.

5 Minutes

Paralysis

5

6

5

7

As the spell, Paralyze.

5 Minutes

Cause Death

6

7

6

8

Kills target.

Instant

Mindwipe

6

7

6

Target forgets the last 10 minutes. Resurrection
or a Restore spell will cure Mindwipe if cast w/in 5
min. of initial poisoning.

Indefinite

Phantasea*

6

Causes Intoxication and Hallucination

1 Hour

*Denotes an alchemical substance. Alchemical substances cannot be resisted by means of Protection from Poison, Neutralizer,
and Resist Poison.
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Apothecary

This skill allows a character to produce potions of
spells they are able to cast. All characters, regardless
of skill level, are able to use potions.
A given spell’s level is also the Apothecary level
required to produce it as a potion.
POT. SCROLL

Spiritual Weapon

3

X

Telekinesis

3

X

Elemental Blast

4

X

Web

4

X

Idiocy

4

X

Magic Lock

4

X

SPELL NAME

PRD. LVL

Cause Minor Wounds

1

X

X

Mana Potion (Lvl 4)

4

X

Cure Minor Wounds

1

X

X

Preserve

4

X

X

Divine Armor

1

X

X

Restore

4

X

X

Elemental Missile

1

X

Shatter

4

X

Light

1

X

Banish

5

X

Mana Potion (Level 1)

1

X

Shield

1

X

Slow

Dispel Magic

5

X

Insanity

5

X

1

X

Magic Prison

5

X

Arcane Strike

2

X

Magic Trap

5

X

Bless Weapon

2

X

Mana Potion (Lvl 5)

5

Calm

2

X

X

Petrify

5

Cause Light Wounds

2

X

X

Protect from Magic

5

X

X

Charm

2

X

Protect from Poison

5

X

X

Cure Light Wounds

2

X

Suffocate

5

X

Detect Magic

2

X

Wall of Force

5

X

Elemental Bolt

2

X

X

X

2

X

Cause Serious
Wounds

6

Entangle
Mana Potion (Lvl 2)

2

Cure Serious Wounds

6

X

X

Release

2

X

Elemental Storm

6

X

Cause Fear

3

X

Force Wave

6

X

Cause Wounds

3

X

Mana Potion (Lvl 6)

6

Cleanse

3

X

Paralyze

6

X

Cure Wounds

3

X

Cause Death

7

X

Disarm

3

X

Create Undead

7

X

Elemental Weapon

3

X

Destroy

7

X

Hold

3

X

Destroy Undead

7

X

Mana Potion (Lvl 3)

3

X

Divest

7

X

Remove Fear

3

X

X

Enervate

7

X

Repel

3

X

Invest

7

X

Resist Element

3

X

Mana Potion (Lvl 7)

7

X

Silence

3

X

Reflect Magic

7

X

X

Sleep

3

X

Revive

7

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

NOTE: This chart is the reference for Apothecary Production, as well as Nota and Scribe
Production. Nota may be used to produce tattoos of all listed effects, aside from Mana
Potions
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Druggist

given effect.
When applied to a weapon or similar object, a
salve is represented by tying a strip of green cloth
onto the object. Only Light, Honing, and Fortify
salves may be applied to objects.

Druggists use herbs and other materials to
produce helpful salves and salts. Vials or other
containers, which contain a lotion or similar
substance, represent salves. When applied to the
skin or the surface of an object, a salve grants a
ITEM NAME

PROD LVL

DESCRIPTION

DUR.

Cure Minor Wounds

1

Heals one point of damage.

Instant

Light

1

As the spell, Light

One Day

Sacred Grass

1

Causes Intoxication.

1 Hour

Cure Light Wounds

2

Heals two points of damage

Instant

Shield

2

As the spell, Shield

Indefinite

Smelling Salts

2

Nullifies the effects of Sleep.

Instant

Cure Wounds

3

Heals five points of damage.

Instant

Opium

3

Causes Intoxication.

1 Hour

Stone Flesh

3

Reduces next incoming physical attack to one point of damage.

Indefinite

Poultice

4

As the spell, Restore

Instant

Preserve

4

As the spell, Preserve

5 Minutes

Cure Serious Wounds

5

Heals 10 points of damage

Instant

Dispel Magic

5

As the spell, Dispel Magic

Instant

Vigor

5

Restores one used consumable skill. Does not restore used Spell Slots.

Instant

Engineering

Characters with the Engineering skill are able
to produce siege weapons and their respective
ammunition.
Catapults and trebuchets hurl large rocks and
deal 20 points of Crushing, Normal damage,
while ballistae fire javelins that inflict 20 points of
Normal damage. The ammunition is destroyed
upon impact.
In addition, an Engineer is capable of producing
and installing locks, as well as fortifying items

as a Smithy or other craftsman. Locks may be
installed on doors and containers, and a physical
representation of a lock must be present for
the installation to take effect. To lock a door, the
engineer need only hang their lock from the desired
doorknob, facing outward. GM notes and the item
tag for the lock must accompany all locks and
designate what characters are considered as having
a copy of the lock’s key. Locks may be represented
by simple warded padlocks, and may be installed
with one minute of role-play.

ITEM NAME

PROD LVL

REPS/REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

Ammunition (2)

1

Physical Rep Ammunition

Javelins, large rocks, or cannon-balls

Catapult

2

3 feet minimum beam length

Torsion powered lever used to hurl a payload.

Ballista

3

4 feet minimum table length

Large crossbow that fires Javelins.

Container Lock

3

Warded Padlock

A small lock for a box, chest, or other container.

Fortify Item

+3

1+ Crafting Component

Negates one Shatter or Destroy effect.

Trebuchet

4

5 feet minimum beam length

Weighted lever with a sling used to hurl a payload.

Door Lock
5
Warded Padlock
A substantial lock for a door.
+ If fortifying a Two-Handed Weapon, Polearm, Shield, or door, the component cost is two rather than one. Fortified doors
and containers must be issued and accompanied by appropriate item tags.
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Fletcher

With the Fletcher skill, a character may produce
bows, crossbows, slingshots, and their respective
ammunitions.
For the Weapon Production Chart, see page 69
For the Weapon Dimensions Chart, see page 71

Field Fletching

Any character with at least one purchase of
the Fletcher skill, may produce basic archery
ammunition in the field, through five minutes of
Role-Play for each set of 10 units of ammunition,
without spending Fletcher levels. Using this ability,
the character may produce no more than their
quiver(s) may contain at a given time, and may
produce a maximum amount of ammunition

equal to their number of purchases of Fletcher,
multiplied by 10, each day.

Gunsmith

A character with the Gunsmith skill is capable of
producing bullets, along with the pistols and rifles
that fire them.
Gunsmiths may also produce special
enhancements for bullets, which include Copper
and Silver coatings and modifications that apply
the Piercing and Crushing damage
modifiers.

ITEM NAME

PROD LVL

COMPONENTS

DESCRIPTION

Bullets (6)º

1

Normal ammunition

Zero Sights

1

Weapon deals an additional point of damage for 24 hours.

Pistol (Flintlock)*

2

Single-shot handgun

Fortify Item†‡

+3

1+

Negates one Shattevr or Destroy effect.

Metal Coating

+3

20 Coins of desired metal

Changes bullet damage type to that of the metal used.

Rifle (Flintlock)*

3

Armor-Piercing
Point

+4

Hollow Point

4

Adds Crushing modifier to bullet damage type.

Pistol (Revolver)*

4

Up to six-shot handgun

Repeating Rifle*

5

Rifle with up to six-round magazine capacity

Cannon*✷

5

A large gun which propels projectiles via gunpowder.

Large, single-shot firearm
1

Adds Piercing modifier to bullet damage type.

†Fortifications may be applied to an item multiple times. ‡When fortifying a rifle, the component cost is two, rather than one. ºBullets are
represented by foam darts. *Firearms are represented by foam dart guns, which have been modified to fit the aesthetic requirements of the
LARP. ✷Siege Engines need special ammunition produced by Engineers; for more information, refer to Engineer production and weapon
information found on page 68. Cannons are stationary, crew-serviced guns on wheels that are not man-portable, which are capable of firing
ammunition no smaller than a fist.

Nota

With this skill, a character is able to create and
identify magical tattoos. Tattoos can be made on
paper or parchment for later use, and applying a
pre-made tattoo does not consume a character’s
Nota levels. Any lesser spell may be made into a
magical tattoo, and the Nota levels required to
produce a given tattoo are equal to the intended
spell’s level. A character must be able to cast the
spell they intend to make into a tattoo.

spell packet is touched to the tattoo, and then the
packet is cast at the target.
For the Nota Production Chart, see page 65

Scribe

Scribe allows a character to produce magical
scrolls of spells they can cast. Divine scrolls may
be identified and used by characters with the
Divine Arts ability, while arcane scrolls can be
identified and used by characters with the Arcane
Arts ability. Scrolls contain a single charge of a
spell that is permanently spent upon its use. As
with potions, the level of the spell intended to be
used with a scroll acts as the scroll’s production
level requirement.

Any character may have up to three magical
tattoos on their person at a given time. Tattoos
function as a single-use spell that is stored within
the marking. Regardless of skill level and ability,
any character may use a magic tattoo.
Another character can use a character’s magical To activate a scroll, a character recites the spell’s
tattoos, so long as they know what spell is incantation, touches a spell packet to the scroll,
and then throws the packet at their target.
represented by the tattoo.
For the Scribe Production Chart, see page 65
Activation of a magic tattoo is similar to that of
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a scroll, in that the spell’s incantation is recited, a

Smithy

A character with the Smithy skill can produce
weapons, shields, and armor.
For more on Production, see page 63
For the Weapon Production Chart, see page 69
For the Weapon Dimensions Chart, see page 71

Metal Coatings
Weapons and ammunition can be coated in a
precious metal, such as silver, to enhance their
value or deal alternative types of damage. To coat
a weapon or 10 units of ammunition, 20 coins or
scrap of the desired metal must be melted down
to serve as the coating.

Sharpening Weapons
Sharpening a weapon or tightening a bowstring
allows the user to deal an additional point of
damage for the next 24 hours. Sharpening or
otherwise improving a weapon requires one
minute of role-play.

Crafting Components

components may also be used to grant special
properties to the object they are used to create.

Trapper

This skill allows a character to create and arm
traps. All characters, regardless of skill level, may
attempt to disarm a trap.
When triggered, a trap should make a sound
or strike the target, to indicate its effects.
Upon activation, a Cut should be called so
that the effects and affected parties can be
determined.

Crafting Components are rare metals, high
quality leathers, and other special materials that
allow a character to produce higher quality items
and to fortify—protect from the effects of Shatter
and Destroy—existing items. Some specialized

WEAPON PRODUCTION CHART

TRAP NAME

PROD LVL

REPRESENTATION

EFFECT

AoE

Alarm Trap

1

N/A

Causes a sound.

N/A

Stunning
Modification‡

+1

N/A

Adds the Stunning modifier to a weapon trap.

N/A

Crippling
Modification‡

+2

N/A

Adds the Crippling modifier to a weapon trap.

N/A

Weapon Trap

2†

Trigger and Weapon

Weapon base damage, plus an additional point of
damage per additional level spent (Maximum of 20)

Character(s)
struck.

Pinning
Modification‡

+3

N/A

Adds the Pinning modifier to a weapon trap.

N/A

Crushing
Modification‡

+4

N/A

Adds the Crushing modifier to a weapon trap.

N/A

Piercing
Modification‡

+4

N/A

Adds the Piercing modifier to a weapon trap.

N/A

Gas Trap*

5

75 cubic inch container,
three gas poison
packets per gas type.

Gas poison effects.

10 foot
radius from
container
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†Multiple levels can be spent on one item being produced. ‡Effect may be applied to weapon traps, but cannot stack
with other effects added in this way. Crushing or Piercing modifications require bludgeoning or bladed weapons
respectively. *Acid Gas traps inflict the effects of Shatter on all objects within the area of effect. For every three Acid
gasses used, one Shatter effect is inflicted. Unless properly fortified, the trap is destroyed when activated.

ITEM NAME

PROD LVL

COMPONENTS

Armor (2 Points)

1

2 Armor Points per level spent.

Club

1

One-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Great Club

1

Two-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Sap

1

Small Weapon, Bludgeon

Sharpen Weapon†

1

Weapon deals an additional point of damage for 24 hours.

Shot (10)†*

1

Slingshot Ammunition

Slingshot†

1

Archery Weapon

Staff

1

Two-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Throwing Rock (2)

1

Throwing Weapon, Bludgeon

Arrow (10)†

2

Bow Ammunition

Battle Axe

2

One-Handed Weapon, Blade

Bolt (10)†

2

Crossbow Ammunition

Bow†

2

Archery Weapon

Dagger

2

Small Weapon, Blade

Flail

2

One-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Great Axe

2

Two-Handed Weapon, Blade

Hatchet

2

Small Weapon, Blade

Javelin

2

Throwing Weapon, Blade

Kama

2

One-Handed Weapon, Blade

Mace

2

One-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Maul

2

Two-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Nunchaku

2

One-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Sai

2

Small Weapon, Blade

Scythe

2

Two-Handed Weapon, Blade

Shuriken (2)

2

Throwing Weapon, Blade

Spear

2

One-Handed Weapon, Blade

Throwing Axe (2)

2

Throwing Weapon, Blade

Throwing Dagger (2)

2

Throwing Weapon, Blade

Tonfa

2

One-Handed Weapon, Bludgeon

Crossbow†

3

Archery Weapon

Fortify Item‡

+3

1+

Negates one Shatter or Destroy effect.

Metal Coating

+3

20 Cns/desired metal

Coats item with the desired metal.

Pike

3

Polearm, Blade

Shield

3

Shield

Sword

3

One-Handed Weapon, Blade

Glaive

4

Polearm, Blade

Greatsword

4

Two-Handed Weapon, Blade

Piercing Heads†

+4

Pole Axe

4

Polearm, Blade

Pole Hammer

4

Polearm, Bludgeon

Tower Shield

4

Shield

1

DESCRIPTION

Create 10 units of ammunition or one javelin with piercing heads.

† This item or enhancement may also be created or applied by a character with the Fletcher skill. ‡ Fortifications may be
applied to an item multiple times. + If fortifying a Two-Handed Weapon, Polearm, or Shield, the component cost is two
rather than one. * Shot is represented by gray spell packets.
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Weapons

Though commercially-available weaponssuch as those made available by companies
such as Calimacil and Epic Armoury -and
foam-dart blasters are commonly in use,
homemade weapons (boffers) are not uncommon.
Constructed from readily-available materials
such as foam camping mats or pool noodles, car
sponges, PVC pipe, and duct tape, the typical
boffer offers an easily-customizable and affordable
option, especially to new LARPers
The dimensions on the Dimensions for Weapon
and Shield Construction Table are generalized
and may vary, depending on the material used.
When constructing weapons, ensure that the
weapon’s core is not felt when firmly squeezing
the foam used to cover the striking surface and
thrusting tip. Schedule 40 PVC is recommended
for boffer weapon construction; ½” PVC may
be useful for one-handed weapons, while ¾” or
greater is preferable for two-handed weapon
construction.
Regardless of a player’s preferred equipment, all
weapons and armor must be inspected for safety
purposes prior to the start of each event. For
this reason, players are expected to present such
equipment for inspection while signing in with
the designated Logistics Officer.
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WEAPON BASE DAMAGE
ITEM NAME

WEAPON TYPE

BASE DMG

Dagger

Small Weapon, Blade

1

Fist

Natural Weapon

1

Hatchet

Small Weapon, Blade

1

Sai

Small Weapon, Blade

1

Sap

Small Weapon,
Bludgeon

1

Shuriken

Thrown Weapon, Blade

1

Slingshot

Archery Weapon

1

Throwing Axe

Thrown Weapon, Blade

1

Throwing
Dagger

Thrown Weapon, Blade

1

Throwing Rock

Thrown Weapon,
Bludgeon

1

Battle Axe

One-Handed Blade

2

Club

One-Handed Bludgeon

2

Crossbow

Archery Weapon

2

Flail

One-Handed Bludgeon

2

Javelin

Thrown Weapon, Blade

2

Kama

One-Handed Blade

2

Mace

One-Handed Bludgeon

2

Nunchaku

One-Handed Bludgeon

2

Spear

One-Handed Blade

2

Sword

One-Handed Blade

2

Tonfa

One-Handed Bludgeon

2

Bow

Archery Weapon

3

Greatsword

Two-Handed Blade

3

Great Axe

Two-Handed Blade

3

Great Club

Two-Handed Bludgeon

3

Maul

Two-Handed Bludgeon

3

Pistol

One-Handed Firearm

3

Scythe

Two-Handed Blade

3

Staff

Two-Handed Bludgeon

3

Glaive

Polearm, Blade

4

Pike

Polearm, Blade

4

Pole Axe

Polearm, Blade

4

Pole Hammer

Polearm, Bludgeon

4

Rifle

Two-Handed Firearm

4

Dimensions for Weapon and Shield Construction
Weapon

Grip Lgth†

Strike Surf.
Lgth†

Strike
Surf. Foam
Thickness‡

Shaft
Lgth†

Shaft Foam
Thickness‡

Core
Lgth

Chain
Lgth†

Overall
Lgth†

Battle Axe

10”

10” (x2)

½” CC½” OC

21”

½” CC

40”

--

43”

Club

10”

31”

½” CC

--

--

40”

--

43”

Dagger

6”

10”

½” CC

--

--

15”

--

18”

Flail

10”

14”

½” CC

10”

½” CC

19”, 13”

3”

43”

Glaive

40”

18”

½” CC

24”

½” CC

81”

--

84”

Great Axe

22”

12” (x2)

½” CC½” OC

24”

½” CC

57”

--

60”

Great Club

24”

45”

½” CC

--

--

69”

--

72”

Greatsword

24”

45”

½” CC

--

--

69”

--

72”

Hatchet

6”

6”

½” CC½” OC

4”

½” CC

15”

--

18”

Javelin

--

--

--

46”

½” CC

45”

--

48”

Kama

10”

12”

½” CC

19”

½” CC

40”

--

43”

Sword

10”

31”

½” CC

--

--

40”

--

43”

Mace

10”

10”

½” CC

21”

½” CC

40”

--

43”

Maul

22”

12” (x2)

½” CC½” OC

24”

½” OC

57”

--

60”

Nunchaku

--

12” (x2)

½” CC

--

--

9”, 9”

3”

33”

Pike

40”

18”

½” CC

24”

½” CC

81”

--

84”

Pole Axe

40”

18”

½” CC½” OC

24”

½” CC

81”

--

84”

Pole Hammer

40”

18” (x2)

½” CC½” OC

24”

½” CC

81”

--

84”

Sai

6”

10”

½” CC

--

--

15”

--

18”

Sap

6”

10”

½” CC

--

--

15”

--

18”

Scythe

40”

18”

½” CC

24”

½” CC

81”

--

84”

Shield

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

864 sq. in

Shuriken

--

6”

½” CC

--

--

--

--

6”

Spear

22”

12”

½” CC

24”

½” CC

57”

--

60”

Staff

(Optional) 6” (x2)

70”

½” CC

--

--

69”

--

72”

Throwing Axe

--

6”

½” CC

12”

½” CC

--

--

18”

Throwing Dagger

6”

12”

½” CC

--

--

--

--

18”

Throwing Rock

--

6” Cubic

6” Cubic OC

--

--

--

--

6” Cubic

Tonfa

6”

15”

½” CC

--

--

15”

--

18”

Tower Shield

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

1152 sq. in

† The dimension given is the maximum. ‡ The dimension given is the minimum.
Overall size allows three inches for the pommel and thrusting tip combined. A staff is not required to have handles.
Axes and hammers are not required to have two heads, but may.
OC stands for open-cell foam, while CC stands for closed-cell foam.
Due to the cumbersome nature of the Tower Shield, a character who wields one is unable to run.
Archery weapons are limited to a 30# draw at 28”. LARP-appropriate arrowheads are required. LARP-appropriate
arrowheads are required, and are commercially available.
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